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SPORTS: George Mason Keeps Rolling; Final Four Set

LitutiRSIIITtEs
Monday, March 27, 2006
71 Cent*

Argument
leads to
girlfriend's
shooting

•
ERIC vva,KERteuver S Terries Photos
COLORFUL MESSAGE: Christian magician Dr Jerry Bulges@ **vets a message about how Jesus can make lives
more colorful with a before (left) and after (right) trick with a "magic" coloring book Burgess a physician performed two
shows at Elm Grove Baptist Church Sunday during its Friend Day. The event also featured clowns food and games for
all ages

Star Report
Murray Ledger & Times
40 seal old %lurras man
Likes anent:pus! murder atter his
gir'riend was treated al the hospital for a gunshot wound
Murray Police Department
tifiker Jas Herndon and Sgt
'icon Panell reiipunded at 6.47
p ni
Sundayto
Minn)
Allow % (,,unty Hospital.
a hen: Ikhone Kendall. 15.
us as being treated tor gunshot
iniurics The SIPS) actisT, log

rpunukuJ 1*'
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a
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State budget
negotiations
continuing
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRA\KI-ORT. Ks. iAPI
After ilk-conk: ornately for two
dais. kenttick) lawmakers said
Sunijj thes had an agreement
On portions of a two-year SIN
billion state budget that includes
funding for a proposed arena in
downtown Louis% ilk'
Neither House Spealkei Jock
Richards nor Senate President
Das id Williams would elaho
rate on speed's 4. OMplig HTII•es
feat. heti 11
law Makers during
thy weekend's protracted tsudg
et talks Howeser. ihes eaL h
confirmed nuggets of things
the) had agreed on at least in
prink irk.
Some of those agreements
included ITI441C for increasing
puhltc school teachers• salaries
oNer the nest two )Cairs. S75
million tor a proposed arena in
do* mossii laruissilk and Unl
tunding
We e made mam agree
merits I think the work's going
sets
its
Williams. Iturke.% I le said "I don't dtellit
ii would seise any purpose to go
over sets man) of the agreements, but we•ve made a lot of
higher education project agreements
Richards. I Bow ling Green.

Hichlights of iawmasers
agreed spending in state
budget negaliellene:
— 81.5 Wien for erellional coal mine inspanors
-- St million for western
Kentucky drug Mat IMO.
- Adds $1.9 mean Rir cornrnotweeellIMI attorneys.
- 582 million tor Home of
the Innocents in Louisa,
- $1.8
for Wastain
Kanludry Veterans Center's
Atdwartses unit
- General Assembly won't
dials location of proposed
Louisville arena
— Unimak at Kanludry
get funding koala goal or
becoming top 20 ressarth
school
- Regional universities
would get more funding than
proposed in Senate or
House budgets
- Kentucky's community
and technical colleges would
WOO See funding boost
-Teachers would gut,....
of about 2 percent in first
year and 53.000 in second
year.
AP
said the negotiators had agreed
to gis mg teat heis a 2 percent
raise in the first seat of the
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Country music star Buddy JOVIOM(WO presents Brian Siddens witn a check tor S500 for the Character Counts Challenge who&
promotes healthy living in young people Siddens and Jewell met and became friends while both were working on the Nashviiii,
Star TV show Siddens. who trains with local martial arts and fitness Instrctor Tong Dinh is training Jewett right phoic
preparation tor the May ACM country music awards show

Murray man's connections, friends
donate to Character Counts Challenge
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Brian Sodden. csperieike ,in
ides ision shows like Road
Rules. ashvilk Star and esen
Super Bowl X XXVIII has
opened a lot of doors and forged
mans friendships. Now, one of
those friendships is helping
another iii Sodden.' entices ins
Last
week.
inaugural
Siashsille Star winner Flutid
Jewell presented Siddens with
5500
toward
the
check
Character Counts Challenge.
suhich Siddens and local marital
arts Instructor Tung Ihnh initiated for the local Character
Counts inttianse
kwell. whose hits include
"help Pow Out the Rain- and
-Sweet Southern
made the presentation alto a
phisical training session with
Siddens in preparation lor
Iewell's appearance at the May
S,adern) of Countrs Music
"boss In I is Vreas

Country music star Buddy Jewell
makes donation, asks Brian
Siddens to get him in shape for
country music awards show
Siddens had known lessen
since both worked on the ('M1
"American Idol -style show a
le% yCJrs
"That show was real tittlefent All of them were oualit)
people."' Siddens recalled ot get
wig close to Jewell, his w tic.
Tene. and their three children
After ;risen won Nash.
Star. Siddens continued to *oft
with Jewell which included
helping with an on both "'Rainand -Southern(OmIon. s Wet*
Since then. ties had kept up
with each other
Siddens explained he later
met Dinh of Martial Arts
%merica and got msolsed in the
Ultimate Rods shaping Course

and
On Jo
"As time went on. I felt better
(and) I you drinking.- he said
adding he also recommitted his
Ilk 10 Uhrisi.
As Siddens gained conft&rice and got in shape he began
to e-mail his trends Inim his -r\
dos, such as actor hlon San
thei iwho plased football it
Morris sow I no, crso‘ su ith
Siddrns m. exc.nits e produs et
!hoe Parks and Jewell
"I got an e-mail trout Budd)
and he said 1 need that Come
Joan and train me.— Sickkes
recalled
%Aden,told Jewell ahout the
Character Counts Challenge.
which promotes healths and

rilotat 111C,
0les tot sotirig pco
and us tundraising efforts
!or
the (harasrer Counts
()Ismpics. set tor Jul) l at
Stewart Stashuni at Vlurra) Stair
I nis("nits
"%taster I)inh asked it I'd
help raise softie Molles
brought
Inc
hack
into
(hrishanits so I *Anted to do
FOOd

Siddens said hes reccis
tkinations tnim San User Anti
Parks alting with kwell
-Use got sonic great friends..
he added
\ow. Siddens and Jewell
hase less than two months until
the
and Sidutnu sjimj hc•ii
he dosing to Tennessee 01111:1; t1t
twice a week It help le-ell in
his ssori,out routtrws
"He's ci4nniitted." Siddens
said
told him about %tastes
I)inh and ahoui ,tnunitment
soil mrs ‘00 tail
sik eed
It 1,01, coM/Till
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Bombs in Colorado resemble •Shot...
From Front
device exploded in Tennessee
GRAND JUNCTION, Colo
(AP) — Three sigkeive
devioss desmised at in Mites
of winks indsetry empMpses
ie western Com& saie akaIs:so a device kat exploded at a
omposyl corm* office in
Tiessus los somoh. authorities mid Isooky.
The *Mon um oft
and two aims wasdimmed U
the ham 01a Meld Aviation
Adminiteration employee sod
waiters at Serco Group Pd..
wludt opiates 56 air traffic
control towers. No one was hurt
and dump was minor.
An improsised explosive

device was detonated on the
rixilf 01she Iwo project managianlind aft* it Mettreesboni.
Teas. as Pak I. sid Kam)
Spina atthe Ikea* Akcitsoi
and
MUM
llihnoes.
Ex/helves. No ass wes hen.
"Uwe at Maws ailladies
We**thscampowas as!
design of hese devices." Spews
mid
Pollee have described she
beaks as cam.= eamilies
altice-styie trash cams with a
device strapped to them
Security at Serco's towers
was increased since the explosions. said Pete Dumont.

Serco's vice pendent for totstwo.
Fells* investigators have
daubed se soma volood
holiest I.. NOR SC•imam
SOCO 111111/11191M1 WIN Was bed
two yams ape weak wedeln as
as * Indic cateetallar as
Wallor Mid is Grad Maim
Iludas.eft usebalfor Sum
kr 10 yam.dr am ea mime
Paige Papa.Spam aid.
Duman add Outs MI
worked ill Salines Calif.. ad
Mess and Flagstaff. Ariz.. but
conlOn't comesot on Butte's
record became of confidentizt
ty laws.

Cingular, employees reach agreement
ATLANTA(AP) — A apee[nem was reached Sunday night
!ess than three hours before a
hreatened midnight strike
Niween the Communications
inters or America Local 3204
cid about 11,000 Cingular
A treks, customer ',CT,ice

employees nine southeastern
states
The union told its members
to return to work as scheduled
Mogulss and said ballots will he
mailed to members soon so the
can either approve Of reject the
tentato r agreement

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

East Calloway
Elementary School
-

- •-

"We base reached a tematoe
agreement on a labor contract."
said Cingular spokesman Mart
Seigel. "Subject to ratification
by members, we are pleased to
reach this agreement." Seigel
said it addressed key concerns
at the employees

Camay (Tine.) Medical Comm
a MCCH spokessaism said
this morning. Her condition was
unavaihdde below pew time
this saining.
Laid add police she sod
her boyhised. Keilh Domoia.
hoodasuponesatat407 N.
Fourth Si. is Mwrey Ass II
Ls. The segusest consimmed
thee the ample got into
Deacam's vehielle. Ueda mid
wilh a small
Discos ehot
calm laseripm sidle key
*se m the velicle, acanding
to MPD spokesman Sgt Jim
Osborne.
Based on the investigation.
MP1) Detective Kraft Salk
arrested Duncan and cheesed
him with attempted murder.
Duncan was lodged in the
Calitni ay COUrgy pill A jail
spokeswoman said Duncan was
sdiedeled to see a pie-trial officer today, haring whack time his
bond will likely be set
Osborne said more charges
could come as the insestigation
continues

Attention
Parents:
Registration for Calloway County Schools'2006-2007
Primary 1!Kindergarten Program
Children who will be five(5)years of age on or before
October 1,2006 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.

North Calloway
Elementary School
mitla

Southwest Calloway
Elementary School

Nimes
Mu ny Police Department
•A gas envoi-all sea repoiled 4 38 pm ndey at Poduit's al 12ei
and Choolnest SIMI&
•A oell phone was reportad Mien kw Jehelid us
•A rommdent as 1432 Wier St !spooled 11111101•MVOs OMSK It
•
vies a blue Mongoose ells bleak Mem and low fueled pegs.
— Inforealion Saeleined from repot. logs
sod dillems kern various agencies

AP
Senate President David Williams. R-Burkesville. (center)
Speaks with reporters about progress on the stain budget in
Frankton. Ky.. on Sunday

•Budget ...
From Front
budget and a 53.(U)boost in the
seciind
Suspense surrounding how
the group of 21 lawmakers will
do•y up taxpayers' SIN billion
seems likel to continue. at least
for a couple days. Law maker..
protected from public scrutiny
with roped ott corridor, and
Kentucky State Police troopers.
ended their talks before Ii) p m
and were expected to WWIMe on
Monday
The lull membership ot low
General AssemNy is not expected back in Frankton until
Wednesday
Still, the two lawmakers said
the (flisersmI of Kentueky state
funding aimed at helping the
school become a top 20 research
institution ()ther puhh, unisersines would also he getting
increased or additional funding
compared to the Senate budget
proposal passed earlier this
month. they said
"I think most every umsersity will he very pleased with the
project decisions that we'se
made." Williams told reporters.
That would include approximately $15 million toward LA's
said
he
goal,
research
Kent uc ky 's comniunhts and
technical colleges would also he
getting a timuicial boost 01 an
extra S5 million mei the next
plan.
spending
two-year
Williams said
"We all recognue that the
funding torrnula isn't perfect
and that we wanted e•cry one to

lease here with a business plan
an opportunity to do some
necessary things on their Lam poses." Williams said "We reel
good .0.001 thai
Kt. haids Lick lined to talk
about spe.iik university pint
et.. hut said All the public um
%cismes would he -treated %cry
Luny "
•'1 feel %er.s good about the
unisersity budget.- Richards
said
1455 makers woukl not weigh
in ii whether the propieed mul
tipurpose arena in Louis% the
should he located along the
riverfront of Kentucky's largest
city or at an alternate site further
inland Howeser. the slate'.
open records and open meetings
law• would apply to the authority in charge of' the facility 's construction, lawmakers said
Williams said lawmakers
were -do% n lust to Ime-tunim
budget language concerning ilk
planned arena Kentucky state
gosemment's share of the proj
ect would he about S'5million
"It would hase been futile to
talk about •hoo•ing a site."
Williams said "We don't think
the Senate or the house ought to
think
choose a site alld I .1.
the go'.emir ought to aux isc a
sits:
lawmakers had talked about
some ot Kentucky 's transportation issues, such as a proposal to
es entually build two new
bridges o‘er the Ohio River in
Louissille There were no decisions on such loge..., lawmakers
said
--

Tuesday,March 28,2006
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm

School Cafeteria
Parents should bring the following items:
A copy of the state certified birth certificate

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
SCHOOLS
IffiCALLOW1121115

(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted!

An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
The student's Social Security card
An up-to-date Kentucky Physical
(Phy c Is dated prior to February 1,2006 cannot be accepted

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmologist will be required by Jan.1,2007

ERIC WALKER/Limnera Times Phot,
CASA FUNDRAISER: CASA of Calloway County volunteers were out Saturday for a live remote with FROGGY
103 FM as they heed a drawing for a wooden shed The
$1 -a-chance fundraiser helped the local child advocacy
group

Shinny 1m/we & Times

STATE / LOCAL

Mmeder. Mardi Tf.INN•SA

Black college students
gather at leader caucus
GEORGETOWN. Ky.(API — Atoms 200 %tu- slaw asides tagedisr." said billawhello aegis. a
bule from eight Kentucky colleges peered at clisi= meet Boas die University of Lasievale.
Oarenow• Clasp far the fire-ever Ilialtniide
USW.a ausectithe sad snismile *Slack Student Lesdeaddip Crane
MY minor heel Emma Itasatity University.
-bas provides a yams rime lathe% ma is- agreed
cuss issues they're facies ea autesa,sad sae the
ncser met most of them people before
they're not alone." sad Omar S. Sawn!. a kida
he said "Bei 1 look forward 60 calling
01101Telown admissioos counsekw who was chenthem someday amd wig&'WWs lirille Of the caucus.
The hanspiet's karmic spedier was Boyce 1)
Is the all-41ay ewer Saturday.students took min Watkins. 34, a fiance professor at Sy r.s.u.,
•wothaaps as login es& as "No% to Survive UnnerNity who grew upis Louisville
M a Predominately White beittition." -Young
In addstbon to Emma. Berea and Lod., the
•
Mcn Wake Up!'and "areas for Slimes.- caucus attracted modem from Georges's% n
Students said the caucus vas a pat place for (obese. the University at Kentucky. Morehead
black students to network
State University. Lindsey Wilson College and
"The hest pan hw me was seeing black students Bluegrass CoMmuorty and To:hint:41 Other.
-- African American students
from across the

seism=
MURRAY INSURANCE UMW a BOVA.: Pictured are anthem etartmcat
Oyes for The Murray inauranco Agency. Sussann Lovett. Jenny Hogan Diane L.Tara
Burkeen, along with co-owners Jason Blinglon, Robert ellinglon, and John No
Purdoen ofThe Murray Insurance Agency which recently rammed la 2000 thenthership wilt the Town and Gown ParInorship formed between Muroby Sale Unmorally and
commonly buentiasee To dots there we 45 businesses Ihrit we members of One
cooperative talalomitip Mat also enhances Murray's economic impact_ For More inkymerlon. contest les Ordlo OASU Coordinator or Advancement Services at 1100-4415 or
KIT Grotto0murraystale.eidu.

Chance purchase uncovers Civil War memorabilia
Pp HOLLY TABOR
The Newe-Enterprise
ELIZABETHTOWN. K .
(AP) — Is 12 years of dealing
111Nelle $ash %%km has been
I.'It offseam sideN
. Mast at what she buys she
els throaah her Radcliff bust
is. Sarah's Antiques Hut
oteasionally. the Flirabethtown
Mr1411i111 comes ACIOV• a find she
CaRl seem to let go
She found her most recent
treasure upstairs at the sak Of
\rime
Bliuid's estate
in
Louis% ilk.
"It was the first thing I
looked at. Wilcox stud. -I vaw
this huge framed piece. and I
lust knew I wanted the frame. 1
had not (nen looked at the picture All I saw was the frame.The wood frame. about 3 feet
all and nearly square. with gold
leaf dewi and black lace border
the sides. desperately needed
,leaning. She could tell II IA AS
oId Really old. But. she oeser
looked twice at the Misc. green
and Hack image heneath the
olas\
though she didn't woo to
disclose what she paid for it It
as A fairly reasonable price."
she said. She knew she could
resell it for a reasonable Price
and hung it in one of her stores
where it stayed until a patron
!cad the framed documem and
told Wilco% what it said.
'To all whom it may concern.
know ye that M R Dillingham
enlisted from Hardin County,
Kemucky Oct 4. !MI and was
mustered into the United States
service at Louisville. Ky. Dec.
24. IX61 as a private of Co. F
4th Regiment Kentuck) Vol
(as under Cant N.B. Church
and Col. Jesse Bayles to serse
three years dunng the war.The Coil War Soldiers and
Sailors System of the National
Park Sams ice identifies M R
Dillingham as Martin R
hIlingham. J Union soldier
"He took pan in engagement
at !Amnon. Tenn.. and the pursuit id John Morgan also many
minor skirmishes." the poster
reads
It then goes on to desenhe
the engagements in which
Dillingham's regiment was
involved. including se\ eral
Tennessee.
locations
in
Kentucky and Georgia. and to
say Dillingham was honorably
discharged Sept .10. IWO. at
Stevenson. Ala.. "on account of
surgeon's certificate of disability.Beneath Dillingham's di,
charge ii reads
"This picture v. as presented
• Mit Dillingham to his wile
Phoebe and children as an object
lesson in patriotism Aug 13.
1897."
After hearing what the poster
read. Wileio couldn't heliese
she hadn't noticed the HardCounty connection before
"You gotta he kidding me:
was her first thought. she said
"Right quick I took that balls
down and brought it home:.
She propped the large frank
fl its easel in a comer of her
dining room, placed a kitchen
table chair in front of it. sat
down and stared at U. studying
every word. digesting etery
According to the Wing of a
similar piece as livesectiosoessem. the daamisia was se
dimmed Civil Wm mime*
polar published in lag? by
EvilMommicnt Association al
Okay.
Posterr like it depicting a
three-tiered monument and the
personal infixmation of the sof
doers who purchased them were
sold as a fuitdrarier by war s et •
moms to mare Money to have a
Innounient emceed M a Union

It looks like someone start
ed lii remoye the paper Itin the
hack of the frame I. but stopped
because the paper was hit, IrJe:
ik." she said.
Short
of
looking
up
Dillingham' on the Internet to
Yenfy his Coil V•al insolve
hai•ll't had a.
,hance to learn much more
about the piece. she said
"the only thing I know about
this one is what you see.- slw
said gesturing toward it She
hopes to find Dillingham's
,Iewendanis to learn !ism-

I in Ng on tanulks staying
in touch with their heritage.- she
said. captaining that she has
eypIored her .'sin family s
genealogy hack about .1% Metier
11100, and s-ontinues to karn
more
Though this poster has noth
mg to do with her own lineage
it is special to Wilcox because of
its connechon to Hardin County
and to the military
Her husband was A i.eitrui of
the Korean War, and she firmly
believes military men and
women should he reeirgnsted tor

their vers 16:e it. the •OWILry
hencet I tee a GI — I
can always WI byIlar way ihoy
best iheir heir beesed -- I go
right rip to *aim sad isll them
the* yea; the mat "The military seeds to be imbed ger the
freedom we have mum* hem.
Aat you know die families give
as am* they gni, diemq fID
weeall lesse these heedems."
To het.ese001 west nese
naphd pens of dds Ovil War
Jemmies hes as do with the
message dist views arm die
tor of it

Thank You Sylvan Learning Center
For Your Support!
AP
Radcliff Ky antiques dealer Sarah Wilcox holds an old frame
wtth a damaged Civil War souvenir poster that she bought
and then discovered the name of M R Dillingham of Hardin
County. Ky . in the document
Saddlers and Sailors National
Park
With her magnifying glass
deco has looked al the piece
oser and oser again paying
chance it Valli
• in the
close attention to the expres
lower 40.
sums and clothing worn by the
Tuesday will he partly
people depicted in the idealistis cloudy with highs tat !ht. Li pper
park setting. and the bicycles
SO... then mostly clear I kiesday
and the horse-drawn carnages night with lows in the upper
lining the streets around the
Uts
Mtmurnou
On the monument itselt tie
IOW imp:v.14,s titled -Good
Bye.- "Aom.in's Work.- -On
the Field- and "Lessons in
NOTICE
•The South 641 Water
Patriotism"
District will meet today at 4 30
"Bay time I look at it I see
in the district office
something ditterent." Wilcox
•The Murray City Council
said
finance committee will meet
The di'.. Lunen' hasn t been
to begin the annual budget
remoyed from the frame so
process at 5 15 p m April 11
Wilco', led% like its a genuine
•To report a Town Crier
piece The frame looks to he as
item call 753-1916
old as the document

Forecast

Town Crier

East PTA After School Basketball
& Cheerleading Clinics!
FOR PROvJECTS 4ROVNO
WE CAN
OVER 500 PRODUCTS

n/e- HomeTo RE,sny

START TALKING BEFORE THEY START DRINKING

EAR,NOSE & THROAT G

9

is happy to announce that we are expanding our services in the Murray area.

Office hours are Wednesday & Thursday from 9 am to 4 pm.

Appointments are available with James Hawkins, M.D., James Zellmer, M.D.,
and Mark Rusten M.D., by contacting the office at...
N.t_i00) 999-54341
licensed Clinical Audiologists are also on staff to provide full audiology services
and hearing aids.
218 South 12th Street
Murray, K

MerVIN

shiesidair. March 27, MN*
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The trouble
with meeting
state's needs

?

"COMIANTIY-

-welD"
GENPRtkilos4
qizoM UR.,
A

FRANKFOR1 Kentucky is state thith limited state tax re%
enues when it comes to meeting all of the needs of its 4 million cit
tens
V. hen go%emors and legniattes take up the task of spending
those limited tax revenues every MO years. there is a long history of
conflict between the sene's tubes seem *id meal Kentucty. And
sAiih I. many sisie-aupponsd advisedly'. doe devdops
isseviiable rivalry amont:
ems in dividing up mom)
en aside ter higher education.
The 3006 General
Assimibly has been no &Ifermi mit in fact. plovides
strong evidence dmit the
The Stahl leirmal
urban/mai conflict ad the
higher education rivalry wit
only grow in future years and render formulating a mi.-year state
budget all the more difficult
The budget proposed in January by Go'. Ernie Fletcher was
greeted with grumbling from Louiss ilk to lAnnsa and outright di,
dam on urmersity campuses throughout the state In trying to make
eseryone happy. Fletcher succeeded in making e%er)one unhappy
The budget changes made in the House of Representatives left
Louis% the tar more unhappy than Fletcher's budget. and unisersity
presidents perked up considerably because the House approsed hun
tired'. of millions of dollars in new campus construction much of
it using borrowed money
Then the Senate took its turn at Juggling S18 billion oser the
next two ),ear. 1.0Uts% Ilk got its two new bridges hack and rural
areas got needed road protects The I .nisersity of Kentucky got full
funding toward reaching national stature as a research institution.
hut at the expense of the t nisersity of Louis% ilk and the regional
umsersities And the Senate borrowed c‘en more than the House to
balance the state's hooks
So as legislators from the House and Senate gathered to work
out a compromise on all of this, those who benefited from one or
other proposed budget were busy making sure they continued to
benefit in the final sermon Those who lost - including a hunch of
unisersity presidents were hurriedly rallying supporters to pressure for a bigger slice of the final pie
And none of this takes into account the growing demands of etc
mentary and secondary education. Siedicaid and social programs at
the state and local lesels. big city and small town
All of these kitten conflicting interests will gross in 2008 and
2010 and on into the new century
The solution. Ji least in part. is new sources of state revenue
The tax tinkering Fletcher proposed and legislators adopted last
year is not going to he the spewing fountain of growth many hoped
for And contemporary lawmaker. aren't apt to use subterfuges of
their predecessors to raise taxes a one-time seterans bonus. a
Supreme Court ruling to equalite education spending
A hill to legality casino-style gambling is dead once again. hut it
succeeded in 'nosing further than arl.s other gambling hill has in the
past
At some point maybe nest year or the sear after the inability
of stale resenues to meet the need. of Kentucky 's cities and rural
counties. its unisersmes and its public schools, its pisir and disabled
will
J ManWil!, of laWnlinkerN. Democrats and Republicans.
Is necessary Borrowing J couple of billion dollars
rnones
ne%
that
every two years can't go on indefinitely it the state is to remain a
good credit risk in the bond market,
That's when Kentuckians will get the opportunity to play slot
machines and poker at casinos in Kentucky and not in Indiana The
state will get J solid chunk of esers dollar wagered in those casinos.
and many of those in the General Assembly so adamantly opposed
to expanded gambling will wonder why we waited so long.
Will legalited casino gambling soke the rt.-smut! problem'
Hardly. but it will produce enough new money to justify the casinos It will allow legislators a few years to spend it on worthwhile
protects and programs before they Fuse to confront once again the
prohlem of a-Yet-grow mg demand for money and too little
res entK' to meet the demand
How about Lit increase to llnanCe a one-time setc-rans bonus
tor those who fought in the two Gulf wars and Afghanistan'

Todd
Duvall
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A high-profile week
Frankfort Ihis has been a very high
profileweek in Frankfort The Senate
passed our budget proposal un.uumously
Members of the Senate Appropriations and
Resenue Committee, and budget staff
has e put in titans, many long hours. This
budget incise. Kentucky forward by
111Si:sling In education. health %etym.-es.
infrastructure such as transporanon. %sat.:
and sev.er systems Vie reduced the
amount of the General Fund Supported
debt, pro% ided full year debt sen ice for
Insist of the projects and restored a responsible lead of funds in the Budget Reserve
Trust Fund also known as the Rainy Day
Fund
Here are some of the highlights. In education. we added two instructional days
and Appropriated oser S140 million oser
two years for teacher salaries which means
that Kentucky's teachers would receise a 2
percent raise in the first year and a S;.000
base sakus increase in the second year to
allow our educators to close the gap
how cen Kentucky's salaries and the sur
rounding states In addition. we increased
the haw funding in teacher salaries t%

Sen. Ken
Winters
Murray
educator. to close the
gap between Kentucky's salaries and the
surrounding states. We funded the ACT. a
college assessment test. for all high school
juniors - a program that has been prose')
in other states to increase college enroll
ment. And we pro'. ided SI 5 million tunding for MSC's new Science Center
The Senate budget pros ided the debt
set-% ice for S740 million in road bonds
which represents the most road-building
that Kentucky has ever seen. Small business owners were helped by the inclusion
of S241 million 10 offset the spiraling costs
of employee health care We also set up a
military 'amity assistance fund. Mined at
helping the families of soldiers stationed
abroad. We tsill now he entering into
negotiations with the House as we corn 13.UOU to allots our

pare their proposal to ours in order to iron
out differences
Besides the budget. the Senate passed
House Bill I which strengthens sentencing
guidelines so that sexual predators serse
out their full sentences, and once released,
are resIiicted from places where children
present The bill expands the tones of
saki) around schools. public pools. and
daycare collets to 1000 feet from the fur
theta point of the property line and makes
possession at child pornography a felony
It alkiws a pry to sinamee a repeat sex
offender to a lifetime in prison without the
possibility of parole for a minimum of 25
years and makes it a crime for a person to
"mislead- police about the wherrahouts of
non-comphant of registered sex offender
Our highest priority must he ensuring the
safety of our children and our families
As we enter the last few days of the
200to General Assembly. please continue
to feel free to call me toll-tree at 8(X072-7191 with your coneems or questions
Many of you have contacted me and I
appreciate your thoughts and ideas which I
am %et" aware of as we pass legislation

Fleeing Bush, not his money
WASHINGTON tAPi —
Many worried Republicans on
the ballot in November have
been pushing away from the
White House. not wanting to
be dragged under by President
Bush's sinking approsal ratings
and growing anxiety oser Iraq.
That doesn't mean they're
also fleeing his cash offerings.
how es Cf
1)espite appro% al ratings in
the mid-to-upper .14K. Bush
remains the nation's most successful tundraiser. Vice
President Dick Cheney whose
poll numbers are even lower
than Bush's. is not far behind
Both ha.e raised tens of millions ot dollars for GOP congressional and gubernatorial
candidates running in this
year's midterm elections
Fven a. some Republicans
are becoming increasingly
defiant on range of issues,
they're still lining up dutilully
for the president's campaign
dollar+.
"I would he shocked if a
legitimate Republican candidate, not just a fringe candidate, who got word that the
president was coming to do a
fundraiser said. 'no, don't
come to my district.— said
GOP consultant Rich Galen.
That said. Republican candidates don't want to be forced
off message by MiCil a visit and
"base to spend the nent two or
three days talking about the
president's policies or What
happened yesterday in Kamadi
Gales said.
It has teenhed is some
fancy OOP kseeweak as candidates in sight rams step away
front Mush aellateney on
divisive issues bet dime
toward them when the subject
is money
Bush has scheduled
fundraiser. Friday for Rep.
Mike Sodrel of Indigent at The
Murat Centre in ladlimapolis
and for Se* Rick dmikinun.
R -Pa.. at a privity residence in

the Pittsburgh area.
He's doing another one ,11
Washington hotel on Monday
for Sen. Conrad Burns. R Mont.. where 51.0011 will get
you in the door. and 1010.000 iii
combined contributions from
a "photo
others svill get
opportunity tsith the president." according to an ins itaBush and Santorum. the No.
3 Republican in the Sauna, are
not scheduled to appear myther publicly on Fnday.
Santorum. trailing Democrat
Bob Cases in polls, broke with
Bush on a plan to haw an Arab
company based in Dubai run
terminals at some L'S. ports
and has raised concerns about
the adnunistratim's conduct of
the war in Iraq
When Bush went to
Cleat-land earlier in the week
to make a maim speech on
Iraq. there was a noticeable
absence of top Ohio
Republicans. including Sen.
Mike IkWine. who is locked
in a tight re-election race.
Cheney went to Newark.
NJ., ma* in the week so help
raise 5400.000 Inc New Jersey
GOP Senate candidate Torn
KAINI Jr. But Kean showed up
15 minutes after Cheney left
Kean said he got stuck in trafilr..11Chiim entres questioned
bond on the route he took
Michael Sleek. the 60P
Semis anedidme in Magyland.
skipped Illusles speech.* the
Novo!Mire is
slovenlier. bie Mood die president imer se a RS00.000
hadidde Lad month. GOP
Some caudidose Mod
Kam* Mionseas did mot
sppeismooe by nod
mead
a a MA Cam. pm outside
Alhompolis,Imo joined him
Wow a•kadesiser.
Ma Ised.001,gathering in
Nadia
viodued.
1114iddian So.MIBoo"
tied lima Soillbegin
rasher than Bosh, dykes

he photographed 01 he seen
being any SS heti* IICJI the Whit,
House at this time.- said Phil
Singer. spokesman tor the
Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee.
AI WOW
But Brian Nick. spokesman
of the counterpart National
Republican Senatorial
spending under the Bush
Committee, said the large sums
administration "has upset me."
of money that Bush and
Rep Jon Porter. R -Nes.,
('henes are able to attract are
ho also attended the gather"Indic:Anse of what both the
ing, told reporters: "I believe
president and the v ICe presithe president has his agenda.
dent hate been willing to do
his focus. 1 have mine I will
It shows
since their election
always run on mine "
the dedication to keeping the
Worries oser the Iraq war
major ty.are weighing down all
Polls show Bush and
Republicans and causing
Cheney remain enormously
strains between Bush and his
popular with the GOP base and
congressional allies. "The big
comers attics. An AP-Ipsos
issue is nON the war." said
poll earlier this month showed
House Majority Leader John
Bush holding a 74 percent
Bochner. R -Ohio
approval rating Among
In a White House news conRepublicans. compared with
ference earlier this week. Bush
37 percent overall.
acknowledged the war was
"He enjoys very strong supdominating the nation's attenport there. His problem is with
tion. "So there's a certain
swing voters." said Rutgers
unease as you head into an
political scientist Ross Baker
election year. I understand
h is in states like New
that." he said
Jersey and Ohio. where swing
A president is typically his
+Nen have the most clout, that
party 's tundraiser-in-chiel. and
the races are the tightest. and
Bush has embraced the role
where Democrats are working
like no other, besting even the
hard to tie Republican candireception-loving Bill Clinton in dates to Bush administration
total dollars collected Bush
headlined events that raised
Democrats, for instance,
more than $1441 million for
had some fun with Kean missRepublican Party committees
ing Cheney at the New Jersey
and candidates in each of the
funrktiaer. pelt* so news
2002 and 21304 election cycles
accounts do be lied saes teal
In 2005. Bush held 20
fic -clogged Rome I — at rush
fundraising esents. raising
hour -- rather dem driving on
575.5 million. while Chain
the less-coti.11114 New krsey
held V+ events that brought in
Turnpike. lat mode die photo
S15 million So far this year,
that Torn Kam Jr. hesed." said
Bush has held six events raisa Democratic news edease
ing $12.5 million. and Cheney
v.ith a compmer-gemeased pichas held II rams that raised
ture of Kean and Chaney
51.6 million, according to a
standing side by side.
GOP tabulation
For his pm.Cheney sammed
-The Republicans want 10
to take Keats absence in
make withdrawals from the
stride. "I do some of my best
White House ATM But at the
work when I'm without sassame time. they don't want to
&dale.- he quipped.
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Preacher's wife 'sorry for everything'

ROIL Nadu lkyom
Ilev. Horton Bryan Williams, 59. Breezeway Drive. AMID. died
Sunday. March 26. Noe. at I I2am at Woken lapis idairtal.
Paducah.
He waai apprised is 1966 as dieseser of air
mons for die Blood ROW amplir Amacon
which serves 51 chusdiss a Callaway aid
Marshall comities. He was homed at Eastwood
Baptist Church, Cookevdle. Tom.. in 1963, and
ordained at Washington MINN SION al11111d1.
Cooke% tile. Teen. is 1966. He pulloesd
es in Tennessee. Losisiess and Seemed Ilaplis
Church in Russells ilk. K before Pus present
p.'5111011
Winston
Re% %dinars res.vived bis baLiseirs of asta
111111.. and mosser of
4Icgree from Belmont Universaty.
divinity dorm Rom Nam Otlassallsoim Tboolissicel fiesdesey. He
was peoloody wain a doctor of seisistry at Trinity Thoological
Saniory.Piessisq6.
Survivors indiode his wife. Mrs. Brenda Demon Williams. two
ions. Ray. Mallow Wilburn and wile. Lea Ann, Mayfield. end
Heim Willisms. Maur me random ham Wdbems.'daylight
and one
his prim. Rev. James WilierNIS 11Id May Isms
sister. Mrs. Patricia Ferrell. all of Pillandlomer. Thai
A %en ice Will he today(_t)g 2 p.m. is the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Ilev. Madam William Rev Wayne
Caner mid Res Joe Brooks wil°Mims
Visitation will be At the funeral home from noon to 2 pm today
(Monday)
A second sets ice will he Viednesdas at I p ni in the chapel of
Ralph Buckner Funeral Home I(ta) CommerLe Dr.. N.E..
Cleseland. Tenn Burial will tttllow in the Sunset memorial
Garden.. Cleseland. Tenn
j in to noon at
Res Williams will he in %Lilt' I LIC%t1.0 1(0111
k.isitation will then he luesdas
First Baptist Church. m
from 5 to 8 p.m at the Buckner Funeral Home
Expressions of ssmpaths may he made to %est fork Baptist
Church Building Fund. citt Sarah Murphy. treasurer. 4!tits Istrksey
Hwy.. Kirksey. KY 42054, or to Blood Riser Baptist Association.
P.O. Box lg. Hanien. KY 429414

Andrew Mind&

if

Cr

Andrew I),redris. 50. Lakeshore I in C Nev. Concord. died
Saturdas. March 25. 2004s. at f4 20 am at Murray -CAROM:1% Counts
Hospital
He was of-Christian faith
Sun oor. include two daughters. Ashton Disedzis. \ash.die.
Tenn . and Hope Dnedric. Houston. Texas: his prams. Andrea And
Emily Krolcrsk Driedric. Spring. TCX:1%. %IX sisters. Mrs Mars
Paukr and husband. Howard. Austin. Texas. Mrs Shirks Ann
Vignes and husband Walter. Baton Rouge,La. Mrs Rose Payne and
husband. Torn. Pearland. TC,Lii%. and Mrs. Margie Essidd. Ms Linda
Dnediic And Mrs Trish Sanders and husband. Norwood. all of
Spring. two brothers. George Dnetinc aid wife. Jennifer. and I aim
Driedric and wife, Jo Ann. all 01 Houston
Imes-Miller funeral Home is in charge of Arrangements. but no
sets ices ACC scheduled at this lime

lAs. Nits Birdsong

hI

ic
11

11,

The funeral for Ms Rita Birdsong was Sundas at 2 p m in the
chapel of Goods% in Funeral Home Inc.. Cad', Res Jack Lama(Mt
elated Bunal was in the Mathens Cemetery an the Land Between
the Likes
M. Birdsong. 46. Chicago. Ill, died Wednesday. March 22.
200h. at her home Her death a as due to mitural causes
She was disabled and of Baptist faith She was horn Oct. 2. 1959.
in Hammond. Ind Her mother. Bel% lc Jones Russell. preceded her
in death
Sunisors include one daughter. Breanna Russell. Pnricettm. her
father. Joe Coleman Birdsong. and brother. Joe C Birdsong Jr. both
of Cadir: several aunts and uncles

FRANKFORT. Ks i.kPi
('ntiCs say a funeral Indust') bill
on the brink of being signed into
law could limit people's access
It. lost-cost %CC% ICC% and make it
difficult for newcomers to the
business
Supporters of the bill

say

ii

lations to the funeral industr
The

Kentucky

mhalmer.

and

Board

of

Funeral

Director.. which licenses funeral directors and funeral homes in
the state, pushed for the legislation

th

The measure. House Bill 232.
cleared the Senate 37-0 after
some res mons in the original
hill passed by the House. then
returned to the House. where it
was approsed last week 974). It
is awaiting Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's signature.
It classifies funeral business-

es as either tull-sers ice funeral
estabhomes. embalming
lishments or visitation or Ceremonial businesses
The final classification
includes any business that doesn't meet the qualifications for
either of the other categories
They can offer all services
except embalming.
The bill would not affect
businesses offering only cremation, companies that OM% sell
funeral products such as
or doom 60 only coordinate
memorial services.
Opponents of the bill say the
problem is that aly business
licensed under He died category
after ibe law takes Min men be
owned. at least ispan. by a fullservice funeral home The
present
maimed
Senate
providers, like the one owned hs
Dan Heady

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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SELMER.Tens
premier's wide dist* widt
mitheing bor kaboid wined
his compaiptimi so know -she
waksorry 6r morythisig she boo
dune." said a Mond who Mired
act a yil tatakay
Pam
maitheir
Mardi
Relativism* visited Mary
Ilfsakler abet diureb
Sunday and said die pendior's
wile save an iffidiotsion why bar
husband of 10 yeses wes like.
"lbe joist said she was sorry
and kr Ine to write a nose so the
dinsdisoy* 6111 she was sorry
for everythine die had dose."
said Killingsworth as she
walked awas trim the jail in
WSW
Winkler. 12. has been
dimmed with first-degree murder in the death of her husband.
Mathew Wilikkr. the preacher
at the Fourth Street Church of
Christ at this anal town 80
miles ens of Memphis.
Mary Winkkr's initial cowl
appearance is scheduled for
Monday.
rhe congregation held its
first Sunday %m ice. same the
shooting death and were warned
by eider Robert Shackelford not
to spoesime about why their
popular. soung minister was
kilkd
Friends hase desinhed the
Winklers as it happs couple a ith
no outward signs of discord, and
authorities liaise refused to talk
About A mouse for the murder,
"Podnips. (ism tone we will
hell& -1111der+tond why this has
happened.- Shackelford said at
an adult Sundas \all101 1. Li".
'Re % ers sautious about what
sou ',as or esen %hat
think
Star- A inkier was Its. Led Ul,
at the Ms Nairs Counts tail alter
being returned Saturdas from
the coast of Alabama. where she
And her three soung daughters
were found tis police following
multistate search
Church members found 31sear-old Matthew Winkler dead
in a bedroom of the couples
parsonage Wednesday night
after his family missed a church
sets ice Mars Winkler and the
children were nowhere to he
found
The Tennessee Bureau of

.4/

A.

Oversized black bows decorated most of the entrances to the Fourth Street Baptist
Church in Selmer, Tenn. Sunday Its pastor Matthew Winkim. was murdered Wednesday
and authorities picked up his wife. Mary Winkler and their three young daughters in
Alabama The wife will be arraigned today for the husband $ death TM children WWII
turned over to the paternal grandparents
\Citb*j the ).:faikipalch: •

the %inkier
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Ficad, who operates the
Kentucky
Cremation Society
in Louisville. said the bill was
written to protect funeral homes
from losing business.
Heady's business is the one
of the few in Kentucky that
offers low-cost services and
isn't tied to a traditional funeral
business.
1 don't have a large fleet of
Cadillacs" or a large staff.
Heady said of his ability to offer
lower prices than traditional
homes. But the measure will
hurt someone trying to get started in the funeral business, he
said Danny Purcell. '.ice chairman of the Kentucky Board of
Funeral
and
Embalmers
Directors and a funeral director

children attend the

Sonars Sio ref Mars %inkier attended

chur‘h scr.l.es
arises of
either

Mary Winkler
t.',11?:.111•.II ha, ICILIW:d

.
di,

hut said insesti
gators did not hehese it w as
because of infidelity The
Agency refused somment on
whether %inkier had been
accused of donic•iis abuse
Coon papers onered no hint on
I110(1% C
After Mars Winkler • arrest.
an Alabama lodge released her
Rreanna. I . Mars
children
Alice. ts, and Patricia. X - to the
custods of their paternal grand
parents in Henderson

a 111441\l'.
,
OP

shackelford urged the son
I:reit:awn to pray tor thc clul
siren. their grandparents and
Mary W inkier "Man is J mem
her of this church 'minis he
said, adding that forgo enc.. is a
,ornentone tit their faith
"It we don't lose forgoe
ness. then we don't haw ans
thing.- Shackelford said
Church elder Wilburn -Wie
reminded members that only a
few Lists about the killing IA ere
known

in Campbells.ille said the si
dards will protest sonsums
from unscrupulous funeral
homes that may not offer the
sersice. then name indicates
But critics say the federal
Trade Commission
requires funeral pros itkrs
gise consumers AA:Wale, 14
iied

tor

Mantle v.

sore

dead, his wife is in
jail. and their children Are with
out then parent.
-those s fuldren base got J
good home that throe in. but
•• not iiiJflia and daddy."' Ash('
said
The church must hold togeth.
el he said, and not he torn hr.
speculation And loose talk about
the slaying
e gin to do tat. things
WInkier is

Funeral industry bill perceived as threat

would Nang much-needed regu-

nd

Mande. Minch 2'7. 211116 • 5 a

kshe said -We se got to mem
.1‘).4: it` Gard and we"%c 801 to
it."114111 ...IOW(' hi one Another Member put up large hultrim hu.ird ii a church hallway
.11‘ert-0 with snap.h.les of the
‘
A inkier tannis
Photos showed its older
: has
Winkler children plasm)
kethall, posing with kittens and
rolling ill the \AO% with their
father Matthew Winkler flashed
a Ng stink in one photo taken al
r church sis.ijl ahik hal.ut. tug
Maws of tood in cash nand
Other snapshots showed
Mary V.inkier laughing and
holding her %oungest daughter
up for the .11110.1
Vo lakki
Mars anti %rt
rilarilid iii '^a4 I hr. met
At I reed Hardeni.iii I insersii%
Church sit Christ affiliated
si'hoiil in Henders•wri whew
adiuno
mantle.,•• father w
protessor
Matthew %inkier s funeral is
scheduled tor Tuessla% in
Se Met

We would like to
vveleome

Randy
Hollingsworth
bringing 22 years
experience to our staff

prices and other

ConW h‘ 'oda% tor the qualin sen ice
ou've counted tin all these scars from Rand\

inform.l

Joshua Slosum, head of thc
national Funeral ( ,,nstimer,
Alliance, a nonprofit orgamia
iron that alms to protect OM
%tinier.; right to an
funeral. said the pirhhr
be able
elaborate
pros oder
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COMMUNITY
Special town hall meeting
on underage drinking Tuesday

Special missions program
presented at First Baptist
A special mignon about the
"Wank of Prayer to, North
AinariCall Missions and the
Amok Animbiong Laster t Ater-

plinallad at a Merlat the Sham Wells Group
• WbfU of First Baptist Church
in

on Tuesday morning at the
church.
Speakers were the following
Martha Moore discussed the
work of Chet and Michelle
Cantrell in the area of East
Si Lows. Ill. and the work
of Reggie and Anna Robbins
in Decatur. Ga.:
Wilma Beatty discussed the
work of Mary Gore in the
loledo Bend Lake area of
I ouismata. of Larry and Joanne
ss.sids in Lansing. Mich.. and

town MN metweingus"llimattecky

nut in the Greater Clcteland.
Otsio. area
Betty Lyons iliseossed the
work of Andrew and Edith Chan
in California.
Lela Moore was asked to
mime We smirk of her daughter aid sooEt-low. Sharon and

Paul Welk be the Alaska area.
The per colloodir tor missionista bevies bluidays on
Maack 21 wet bed by Lynch&
Cadmus. assisted by Okta Burkeen sad Aim Cam
Also as:Isaias is the pro
gram were Lila& Cie& Estelle
Gray. Norms Willis. Una
McKinney. Pauline Parker
Mar) Beth Carruthers and Britt
Lyons

io's
Databssk
By Jo Buffoon
Community
Editor
Photo provided
Pictured (left) are Sandra Dick. vice president of Long Term
Care. Bridget Jaszenko, Spring Creek Health Care Food
Service Supervisor: and Anne Newberry, director of Food
Service at MCCI4 Jaszenko recently completed her certification in Dietary Management from Auburn University.

Red Cross will offer CPR class Spring Creek Health Care Food
Counit Chapter as first aid
Service supervisor receives
Pre-registration for this
of the American Red Cross
will offer its monthlt second is required on or before April
dietary manager certification
Saturday -Community First Aid 7 at the Red Cross office in
class

& Safety- course on April 14
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m at the
Callow at Puhlis lahr.u-t. Muria)
The course tee is S50 which
includes all hoot,s and material., and certifications in adult.
had and infant CPR. as well

the Weeks Community Center.
607 Poplar Si.. Murray.
For more information call
Tory Daughrity. Red Cross
director. at 753-1421 or e-mail
the chapter at callowayredcrtiss mumiy -k y.net.

Torsak awarded for math
Jessica
Torsak has been
named a national award winner in mathematics ht the l
ed States Achietement Academt.
Torsak. a student at Callow as
Count) High School. was nominated for the award ht her
teacher. Valuta Elliott

Her biography will appear
in the academy yearbook.
Torsak is the daughter of
Nyk Torsak of Harel and Dale
Torsak of Murray.
Her grandparents are Bud
French of Haiti and Al and
Carlene Torsak of Murray.

Wiese!theOaks
„idles ot the Oaks Countrt Club will plat Bridge on
Viednesda) at 9:15 a.m. at the
club house
Sets mg as hostess will he
•

Mary Alice Smith. phone 7533487. Members are asked to
call Enix to sign-up of to cancel play.
Bridge winners at play on
March 22 were Mart Alice
Smith. first. and Lou Ann
Philpot. second Martha bus
crscd

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
-t • -- • -

J. hirste..

Friday, March 31
from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Stay Alive
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:20
V For Vendetta
R- 7:05 - 9:40
Failure To Launch
pGi3 - 7:30 - 9:35

Bridget Javenkti. Food Service Supervisor at Spring Creek
Health Care of Murray-Calloway Count) Hospital. recently completed her Dietary Manthrough
ager Certification
Auburn Unit ersity.
An employee of Spring
Creek Health Care since January 2114)1 and a previous
employee of MCCH Food Sc,
tree under Anne Newherr) for
six year, lastenko worked the
past three years to complete
the certification through a correspondence course. Jastenko
had to c pick many projects invoking cooking skills.
large-scale food production.
quality management, personnel
super-No.1mi. and nutritional care
of the ekkilt She then had
to complete etams titer each
unit cotered as well as complete a final test, which she
a 95.25 utensil
scored
Javenko will take the national registry exam in October to
receke her registration.
"We want to congratulate
lindeet for completme this ert

CALLOt#VAY COUNTY
PRESCHOOL/HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION

The Shaggy Deg
PG - 7:00 - 9:10

It sour child MN be 'tar 4 years i4,1 on 4w Actorcill:t4Wict 1.1
region Y016 Sill nerd lo twins thy folk,.Ing v.1th

V

2111k.

intenso e program.- said Anne
New-berry. Director of Food Service at MCCH. "Meeting the
needs of our Spring Creek lesKlaus is always her top priority. She works hard and
does a wonderful job. 1 am
proud to work with Bridget
and admire her dedication to
our residents"
Javenko. onginallt from
Indiana !noted to Murra) when
here children were young.
Though she has worked from
MCCH for about 10 years
cumulatitely she ha'. also
worked at Glendale Place as
the Food Service Manager there.
"Bridget has worked ter)
diligent!) to acquire this
achiet ement." said Sandra
Dick. Vice President of Long
Term Care. "She is to he
commended for accomplishing
this goal while continuing to
work and meet the nutritional
needs of the residents. The
staff, residents. and I congratulate Bridget and appreciate
her leadership and commitment

MHS basketball
banquet planned
MUIT.1% High School haskethall banquet will he April
15 at 6 p.m in the ballroom
of Mundt State I. nit ersity ('urns Center Tickets are $12 and
can he purchased from Penn)
Dunn in the librart at MHS
or bt allung la/ Anderson at
293-066o

°Ilk. .11,

Are You Ready To Fill
rho-,st, Shoes?

Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Secunts

Cards

V Proof of Income(W-2's or Income Taxes)
V

Inside Man
R - 6:50 - 9:30

V

Insurance Card or Medical Card

Norvell will speak at Lions Club
Nene, executite
Murray Lions Club will hear
director of Life House Care Center, speak at its meeting on
Tuesday at 6.30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House All
club members are urged to attend as are non-members who
ma) he interested in the Lions Club

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7 30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear ckior
located near the plat ground The onit requirement is that there
he a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relatiNe or friend

City schools plan promotion
Murray Independent Schools' Relay tor Lite Team will hate
a rebate dat on Tuesday al Mr Gatti... 01.10111ers are asked
to tell the cashier thet are there for the team

Singles will meet Tuesday
Moffat Singles St /S I will Met Tuesday at 7 p.m in thc
annex of Calloway Public Library This is open to all singles
For information call Mike at 759- 3180 or Pal at 489.2taN

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS. 0616 will meet at Unit ersitt
Church of Christ. near Wal-Mart on Tuesdat from 9 to Ill
a.m. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the
carport is located. Visitors are welcome. For more inlormation
call Jotce at 761-1441 of Aln) at 4354054

Alzheimer's Group will
Altheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the hoard room of Murray -Callowa)
Counts Hospital For more information call Cindy Ragsdale
licensed social worker. at 762-1108.

Breast Cancer Group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30
pm, at the Center tor Health t4: Wellness For information L all
Etelyn Wallis at 469-2462

Phebian class to hear Alcott
Paula Neon, librarian at I irst Baptist Church. will Teak
about "How We Sec God and Vtht" at a meeting of the Phe
Man Sunda) School Class of the church on Tuesday at " p in
at the home of Sylt la Puckett

Relay for Life team plans

promotion

Money Talks Relay for Life Team will has e a rebate .1.0
at August Moon on Tuesday

Extension Council will meet
Callow at County Extension Council will meet tonight at
6:30 p.m. at the extension office. Later at /4 p m the Callow at
County Extension Distnct Board will meet.

Candidate Forum will be tonight
A Candidate Forum. sponsored by Calloway Counts
crane Party, will he tonight at 6 p.m at the Weak. Commu
nity Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray Featured will he ‘andi
dates for magisuates. circuit court clerk, commonwealth allotmilt
ney. county Money. county clerk. pnipertt saluation
trator. jailer. U.S. congress and slide house ot representatites
in the Democratic Pnmart Election to he held May 16 Refresh
ments will he pros 'tied The public is ironed

KentuckN Immuniiation Certificate
p.m
Murray Electric System Board will meet today
the Carroll conference room. 205 North Fourth St.. Murray

lour child does not need to he present
to register Registration will he held at the
Preschool which is behind
'nu ni High School
the Callow

She's The Man
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:25

J ...111. through wit
Employienr &NOM
Noel field epesiegi far se Wm,
,4 lobs hos service and buses-,
to professional sod medical

CAN YOU HEAR BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND WORDS?
A free otter of special interest to those who hear but do not
understand words has been announced by Belton. A non
aid of rts kind will be green
operating model of the smallest
absolutely free to anyone yeto sands tor this tree model now
Send for this model put it on and ewe it in the privacy of your own
home it ne show you how tiny hearing help can be it is not a reel

amont

hearing aid and its yours to keep free. The actual aid weighs loss
than an eighth of an ounce and it's all at ear Wet. in one unit
These models are free so we suggest you mile for yours now
Again we repeat then,is no COW and aulainly no obligation AC
hearing problems are not alike and IMMO cannot be helped by a
hearing aid but many can So send for your free model now
Thousands have already been delivered so be sure to wnte
Paducah Heanrig Aid Service 918 Broadway PO Box 2426
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GREAT NEW DEALS!
Pizza
Buffet

Fish
Dinner

444

el°

00
49 ••
•
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Every Day
11 a.m
2 p.m

in

Tbell I

If you hase any questions.
call the Preschool at 762-7410.

NAME

Ifaynarne speakors will be Lavoyed Budgius. dIroutor of Stale Alcohol Beverage
Castel& and Smadra Watts. Akebol Net ernes Custral shift biker. Panel goes
dims mid mowers wet him.
111M is bobs spsamored W the Callow AN
Comely ABMs= tar Sabolomra Abfaas Pmmilks wbo wIN be Woks mom dame
IMO commomildos Is the matiousi effort
to have Imam MN assollega arras the
nation su underage driakigt.

MES Board to meet today

The Hills Have Eyes
R - 7:40 - 9:50

Paducah Kr 42002
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Safe awl same wok a dhoonolos on
he at Murry Stott
undersea *War(
North lila
htoolow
Wroth...
ni May
730 &AL
and University. fres WO

of Randy and Denise Chest-

1/2 Lb. Fried

-
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MHS yearbooks now on sale
Murrat High School's first-eter full color tearbook is OD
sale now through spring break Order forms hate been disinh
utcd to students Completed forms with pa)mem should hs
turned in to Jill Herndon in room 305 or mailed to Jill Hero
Jon. MHS. 501 Doran Rd. Murray. KY 42071 The cost i•
S30. if ordered and paid in full by March 31. Late orders will
he taken after spring break with a Slit late fee added Checks
should he made to Tiger Yearbool

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line ol Murrat -Calloway Counts has issued J special
list of items needed to till the needs for clients These include
di') beans, salmon and splotch for pantry needs. shampoo.
bath tissue, dish liquid and tbadomm for MB and women for
personal hygiene and cleaning supplies. breed and eggs for
cooler/free/cr. also large brown paper hap, Thew niat he
taken to the office in the Weak'. Callelleity Center between
the hours of 10 a.m to 4_p.m Moulin iii.oush Friday

Cod Fillets
.•

French Fries.

All Day
Sunday

Coleslaw,

HMI&

Hushpuppies

$499

Shop is of
ONLY

ONLY

'Mut ray
762

22

$899

ADDRESS

Add A Small Salad

CITY

F OR JIUST

ST

For A Limited
Time Only

Dine In or Carry Oat

PHONE

4

1-24 EXIT 16
270- 898- 7301

PADUCAH. K1'
1 800- 5114 -USEW
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Meatpacker sues government
over testing for cow disease
By USIOY °UAW
AP Food and Farm Wrest
WASHINGTON tAP) — A
Kowa orpeapodiew aseel the
govoromet ea litmeairy for
reihnies esit it atoopeog toe
for awl aor dimes i• ovary
'
mold iogheere.
Cseeknose NSW Peesluem
Beef mays it kr kg:am asswenn olio wale
sive iselieg. The
Dirgenetosi
eshoid
peolonsion W Colkailsoo ad
the new imolai an the mew
porny's Inns" Mad is U.S.
District Coot ia
-We're wet la op/ gap sayIflit that US. bed 1ws wax se
hales e its the
is hoof supply in the world. but that's sot
the wain,
amoutve John
Sisoun m• at a Mews confessing*.
'1Ve've Whims about cow
amers.and coommees wait eibe
mice taleell; Simon amid.
beim tar sod ova disaase
in the Mild Shim is controlled byisiplimeist. Much
teem about I woos of ihr 35
tullesow& es'bout 330.000.
dim an siegiliesed seek )Cal
lb ipeimelo
phonily to
noire diet level ofleadirg.
Stew art said ho Ws"simpiked
at the plan to wale badt am*

Pnoto provdeci
LEGISLATIVE DRIVE4N: This group was among the 200 Kentucky farmers who recently visited Frankfort as part of Kentucky Farm Bureaus Annual Legislative Dnve-In The
group discussed a vanety of current issues. Including the Ma budget, health insurance
and eminent domain Pictured with Representative Melvin Henley are(from left to nght)
Chns Thom. Henley. Sharon Furches and Robert Geunn. representing Calloway County
Farm Bureau

—Ciosen the sonatina ilalmationalli. I'm not so sun do's
the nght thing to do

Farmer glad Available Animals
to have farm
damage
relief monies
FRANKFORT.

‘grieulture
Commissioner
kshit farmerapplauded the
N
Ikpartment
of
kgricultures decision to siloair more than $2.8 million to
Kentucky counties for relief
hum drought and tornado dam-

41

age.
-WC

grateful tor this

arc

much-needed
CofT11111sslOtter

unding.**
farmer

said.

Alany Kentucky farms have
suffeted because of natural disAMON. This will help them get
hack on their feet
'wets ed
Kentucky
S2.666,100 for 40 counties for
drought relief. and SI43.000 for
!hrqInhics to address tornado damage. The Kentucky funds
arc part of a $20.I million
.ippr,,priation of Emergency
,•viserv Jima Program funds
!Tom the USDA*. Farm SCIINX
1gency Only Tetas received
more FCP funding than
Kentucky in this allosation
producers
F.CP
Lehr.
resources to remove debris from
farmland. restore fences and
coosen.'allOrl structures. pros hie
water for lisestock in drought
situations And grade and shape
farmland damaged h, a natural
disaster. Locally -elected FS
county committee. mirk:men:
ECP for all disasters other 'hall
drought. which is dom hs FS A.,
Eligible pr,
national office

ducers receive cost-share assis
lance Cu( up to 75 percent of the
,ost ,1 Approved practices. as
dot:mined by FSA county corn•
minces The $20.1 million
lCP tunds in this allocation I.
I r ft

ft

A

tt/ThIN fr ni S irftW

gicAng
by Steven

Numerous animals are available at the Calloway
County Animal Shelter including these animals. Jake
(lett) is a young adult neutered male Pointer mix.
while Comet (right) is a 1-year-old male Boxer/hound
mix. For additonal information, contact the shelter at
animalshelter murray-kyrnet.

• Upholstery • Accessories
• Design Service
•Custom Blinds Available
Now(Wen,'.iforr 1s 1.(14?
horwo harissAly

J

Farmers and ranchers are ens ouraged to make ottc, •
tor CRP'. general sign-up from March 2'. 2,
through April 14. 200h. at their local 1-SA oft
CRP olkiss s formers to enroll fields with crop
history 14 out of 6 years from 1996-21E11 und es
lish king term conservation coser CRP is a cool;•

five program that offers tut-rners cost share nue. ,
9(Y4 and a rental pament on the enrolled acres for
sAintract lengths of 10 to 15 years Applicants wore
.an he enhanced by choosing a di.erse vildlife
tnendly coser. such as ('P-3A Hardwood Tree
Planting or CP-25-Rure and 1)echning Huhitat-Native
Grasses/Wildflowers.
Contact your local Kentikly Depannicti
Fish and Viikilde Resources Biologist tot ats
wildlife related CRP question. a,
1270)247-9529 ext. 1/6
To Wye op,contact your local F'SA office.

AWARD t.
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The President's Award acknowledges those Ford and
Lincoln Mercury Dealerships that have led the nation in
exceptional service and vehicle ownership experiences
for their customers.

FINANCING

°/
0 FOR 36 MONTHS

OR UP TO $1200 CASH BACK!

tikt• 46

101 a
IMMO

aNM

Ford Motor Company's President's Award is earned by
an elite group — only 420 out of nearly 5,000
Dealerships receive this prestigious award. It is given
annually to Dealers who provide their customers with
first-rate treatment throughout the life of their Ford.
Lincoln or Mercury vehicle.
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Take your productivity to the max watt Can. *4 tractors And
nom dieing the BIG RED SALES EVENT. you can pay no
allenlell for 36 months OR got up to 61200 cash back'
Models ranging from t8 to SS PTO tp(13 7 to els kVf)omvide the ported combination of power and whim to match the
Obi you do With 0% imencing. relishie pens and expert
service. you owe it to your bottom kw to telli to your Can.IH
deafer today

Murry, Offer *oda June 30. mos.
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
of Murray Earns
Ford Motor Company's Highest Honor —
The 2005 President's Award

McKee'Equipipmt Co,loc.
CALL Me aPpeuimer

ATTENTION FARMERS

PRESIDENTS
7

Wasi Niessoas
• Draper?, • Specialty Rod,.
• Custom Bedding

PrIs ate coingomes certed
by the depostiniet make screening MSIMO/*detect mad cow
tment says it
diassee. l
ita
gie
d
MCI the sale
ha sok
sod use el die Nob
Domineer" officials say they
oppose 100 percent testing
because it doe. not ensure food
safets The disease is difficult to
detect in sounger aleirreals.
which are the source of most
her!
Larger meatpackers worn
that insistence from Japanese
buyers would force them to do
testmg End that a suspect meek
might scare consumers away
from eaung heel
It would cost about $2.0 per
animal to do the tests. 3.1,1m::
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"Earning this award is a reflection of our entire staff's
commitment to delivering the best customer experience
possible" says Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury owner.
David Parker. "I couldn't be more proud to receive this
recognition, especially since it comes from the people we
value most — our customers. They're the reason we
were able to achieve this award."
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury is located at 701 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. The sales department phone number is 753-5273, or for Genuine Ford, Lincoln or
Mercury Parts & Service, call 753-8825.
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Senate takin un sensitive issue of immi rants
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
Samar oxides dot ht -button
Hoodoolam atatm dU with
d'die audism's aimmord II makes
i-e
diesel insignia this wok.
main
will Passidimg
down am the Mot ofMira maw
diem say if May banie jobs.
Busk piommod ID IN
raiz/boo omeammy for stosortits in 30 or* citizens Monday
to press his call for a "guest
worker" program. The Senate
Judieiary Committee, mean*hile. faced a miihught deadline
tor completing a bill
"We must remember there
are hardworking individuals.
doing the jobs that Americana
will not do. who de contributing the etYWk1,111C vitality of our
cowry." the president said in
his weekend radio eddied.
Since the Sept. II. 2001 terrorist attacks, calls for sougher
'I
border secunty have 4.
debate over the knotty probkm
01 controlling immigration.
But a tough immigrationenforcement hill passed by the
House last year has galsanited
torces that want worker programs tor illegal immigrants
alreads in the country
-We w ill not accept enforcement-only approas hes.. said
Cecilia Mums/. vice president of
the National Council of Ls
Rala. a Hispanic adsocery
group.
Immigration reform ads ocaws scheduled a rally Monday
S Capitol. where
It the
dotens of members of the clergy

slummed to woo
protest Mem duty amid is dm
House bill's csimiudisatiom at
their aid progress for pour
imnugranok
More 6211 500.000 people
rallied in Les Merles oil
Saturdoy. dammed* that
Cmosoms imam dot Hometossid
,''id smammos
usdoemmoMod
molue Wins
immiorma a filmy imid moo a
700-mile fame aims it 2.000nide U.S.-Mexico border.
Sisilar but statist protests
were held in Deb& Plionux.
Milwaukee sill Columbus.
Olde moms Mho cities.
New Mexico Go. Bill
Richardson. a Democrat. said
Money it would he unrealistic
to round up and deport the eaumeted II million illegal mumgrants in die U.S. Instead, he
told CBS—The Early Show."
the United States should create a
"psi toward legahzation" based
on whether the immigrants are
law -abiding. pay taxes. are
learning English or demonstrate
other "positive behavior."
He said the U.S. should work
with Mexico on joint border
patrols and "more enforcement
on the border that is sadly lack
mg- now.
Senators up for re-election
this year are being forced by the
debate to juggle the demand
from voters for tighter borders
to keep out terronsts and businesses who look to the tide of
immigrants to help till jobs.
Sen Arlen Specter. R-Pa

AP

Dolores Huerta (center in black jacket), co-founder of the United Farm Workers union. joins
UFW members and their supporters dunng a rally Sunday. March 26. 2006, in downtown Los
Angeles. to mark union founder Cesar Chavez's birthday and to protest pending federal legislation aimed at cracking down on illegal immigration. Chavez. who died in 1993 and cofounded the United Farm Workers union, championed the cause of farmworiters
to become American citi/ens in jobs for our economs." Specter
chairman of the senate JutlichuCommittee said Sunday his the long line traditionally ()I- said Sunday on ABC's -This
panel will get a bill to the tun mmigrants who hase helped Week."
Senate aides met into the
Senate before Tuesday. es en ibui make this countrs. we can have
has to work "%cry. sets late into both a nation ol laws and a wet- evening Sunday in ads ance 01 a
%Aiming nation or workers who Judiciary Committee meeting to
the night."
"If they're prepared to work do some sers. very important debate legislation. hut there was

so esidence ot ahreaklinntall
on the issue nest•dispel.
Law flashers bow boss divided
oil whether illegal entnigtants
shouki be required to rota
their home needy befogs
become eligible for U.S. —
ship
Whether or nut dm assomi1.
tee produces a bill. Mojority
Leader Bill End plasm to open
two weeks of SONIC donee on
the issue Tuesity. Frisk It Tenn . has (Meted a iscalMUT
that would punish employers
who tore illegal ummajramta mid
pros ide moat
k aidomeps
the i...tic ofsoliodlor la lot Metal
ifluiugraJlts already hem May.
Employers and insalisialtion
adsocates prefer A bill donee'
h.s Sens John McCain. R-Anz..
and Edward M. 'Comedy. I)Mass, that would allow illegal
immigrants to become eligible
for permanent residency after
working for sot years. Both
McCain and Fri afC likely call
didates for the Republican pre%
idential nomination nest year
Nnother approach offered hs
Sall John Consyn. R-Texas. and
Jon kit. K-Anr . would let ilkgal inimigranis get tempuras-)
work permits for up to toe
sears

Fhey wookl hA%e

kal‘c

the t nitcil States but could then
apply tor legal re-entrs
sides to Specter. ('orns II
Iss I. IScnneds and McCain
spent much ol the congressional
recess lasi week trying k. bind a
compromise that would %fast.
Enst's bill

Alleged shooter at Seattle party known as 'respectful' person
SEATTLE (AP) — Aaron
Kyle Huff lised with his twin
,Isrothet and dehsered pit,ras
since he [nosed to Seattle trim
Montana An apartment manager said Hutt and his brother
were ideal tenants, calling them
"twin teddy hears"
Those who knew him
espressed shock when they
learned he was suspected of
opening tire in a house full of
partygoers dressed like /mines
in dark clothing and pale make-

up. killing "He and his twin brother are the
sus ot them kindest, sweetest, gentlest peoand injunng ple
It was a sharp contrast to the
two He the,,
turned the man police spokesman Sean
gun on him- Whitcomb described Sunday as
"eNtremels dangerous" who
self
"approached the house shooting
J
"It's
total shock:' and didn't stop shooting
Police %ill) the %scums met
said Regina
Huff
Gray, man- Hull. 2tt. at a rase called "Better
of Off Undead- Friday night and
ager
Town & C'ountry Apartments. invited him hack to an afterparty at their rental home on
where the Huff brothers lived

Capitol Hill.
Some SOO people attended
the rase - parties that attract
,oung people to dance to
thumping. bass-laden electronic
MIMIC People often dress up in
Halloween-like outfits and paint
their faces.
Huft left the alter-pans at
about 7 a.m. And returned wearing bandoliers ot ammunition
and carrying a 12-gauge pistolgrip shotgun and a handgun He

tired on the 30 young party pet•
gathered in the house before
walking out and killing himself
when confnmted Iss a police
officer.
Police also found An assault
rifle. multiple "banana clipscarrying 30 bullets each, j
machete and seseral hundred
more rounds id ammunition in
Hull's pickup truck. He said it
was fortunate there weren't
more 5 IC11111',

hitsolob said police were
still working on J moose
-This would !lase been so far
out of charatter.- said lint
Pickett. the assistant manager of
low n
the
Apanmems
Pickett described the brother'
as "set') polite er. respectful
'Yessiir. Yes ma'am Can I help
ya. How am I doing today '•
You don't find two boys as
respectful as these two .11v.J!,s
%%Mc

STIHL®
SAVE,2000!
MM 55 STIHL
YARD BOSS

Exceptional Value!
MS 170 Chain Saw

Powerful Cultivator!

FREE
Wheel Kit!
treat for wood-cutting tasks around the home
row local dodo faith, bill lino
of STINL dials saws

STIHL - 8,000 Servicing Dealers Nationwide!

Lightweight and fast cutting
Can use trimmer line or a
STIHL PolyCurv head.

Available at participating rtaalia,,
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Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street
270-753-2571
stihlusa_com
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MURRAY STATE BASEBALL

HAs

'Breds swept by Bulldogs
Staff Report
Murray LIK190, 8 Times
Si. strong innings from Saffdord's
Donal Knapp was enough to lift the visaing Bulldog. to J 7 4 ‘,14:10r) over the
Money SW Thoroughbred. in Ohio Val
Icy 0111116111111ea baseball action Sunday at
Reale Pled.
Leo (3-1) allowed the •Breds pot
nee roe se wily see hits while striking
out Mee is helping Samford 412-12. 3-0
OVC) complete a three game weekend
sweep of MSU (7-171. which remained a
WilliCSA 0-3 is kattue play.
Murray —
eb *upped both pals
to( Saturday's doubleheader by scores of

MSU begins OVC
campaign 0-3, drops
sixth straight game
continued its seasoa-iong
2-1 aid 5-0
allassive woes yesterday tumble% do
some with sesen bib after ciAlecsies Met
two in the first so toeless. The *Seeds
eiseesed to hit a mere 172 at the plate
three-game set
ia
Seib Hudson. who was 3-tor-5 co Sun
diet, aed Amos Swank who wan 2-for
4, combined to go 9-4-22 from tbe dish

la she apme mans The rest of the MS(
SON els 114oc-63 4.092) &pow Sambed piades.
The 'Breda. who payed from bobbed
tile mum seems. amilad 3-0 der a Ikea
aut aird heft by am Oulidoss. Away
so am dia sessaboad is at hear bet
el at ham. as immo Maim scared co
a balk by Lowip.
dis 'ands
*Sea *a oily
ovoid be tilt so ease mail it bosom
of the el.& bihowe. Samford scored
single MIS at ill fifth and seven *MO
hotorr adding two Mort in the eighth
IS See MSU Page 28

ELITE EIGHT

Cinderella Lives
Glass slipper still fits George Mason
WASH'S( 1 ON API
he nets were gone. the troph v was packed away. and
%inually cseryone wearing
green and gold h.k1 alreads
been hugged
So. nearly an hour atter
George Mason guard 1 alMU
Butler cradled the rebound
ot Connecticut's final co 4111
4101 Sund.as. lAntle two doten
jubilant Patriots tans finally
decided it was time to leave
the arena
But not before they said
those sweet-soundmg words
again. lust for emphasis
"Final Vow' haat Four'''
rhai's right as improbable as the following sounds.
its the absolute truth George
Mason is going to the Final
Four ol the NCAA tourna
mem
the I lth-sccded Patriots
are headed to Indianapolis
as the Washington Regional
champion. after shocking No
1 seed Connecticut 86-1k4 in
IA entitle
"Yeah. we expected this."
treshman
Mason
George
Chris Fleming said. flashing
a huge grin ••Honestly. we
t:allte in thinking, what do
we base to lose' tscryone
else thinks we're underdogs.
We think we can heat this
team.And they did Using the
same toe players oser the
final 111 minutes of regulation and throughout overtime.
George Mason (27-7)stunned
the Big East regular-season
champions and became the
hist So II seed to reach
the final Four since 1St in
9144s
The Patriot.. will fatHonda. which adsanced by
eliminating No I seed VIIlanosa on Sunday
George Mason's win °set
a Connecticut woad that spent
•See PATRIOTS Page 29

ttlt, A.. i--,art.rwas& To,
Chelsea Morris *dS narna).1
over the weekend Moms was one of 10 am high sok.,
players named to the squad The 5-toot-7 senior *Mot
averaged 14.1 points. 2.4 rebounds end 2.2 assists per
game kw the 17-13 Lady Leers this pod season

Morris leads local
representives on
All Purchase Team
Staff Raped
Murray Ledger & Times
('allow as Counts senior
Chelsea Moms was the only
local prep basketball player to
garner honor. on Mr Paadar
oh %un's All Pun have- Tram.
v.htih was annoUna ed 0%Ct the
weekend
blurbs as one of Id AMOS
high school players named to
the Annual girls' squad The 5toot
guard earned the ht qua
after aseraging 11 1 points 2 4
rebounds and 2 2 assists per
game for the 17-13 Lad) Lai
cr.. whose season ended with
tilt- I loss to St Mary in
the opening round of the First
Region tournament earlier this
month
Morris ended her CCHS
•ArCer with 1.011 pinnts

AP

George Mason's Folarin Campbell reacts as he cuts the net after an 86-64
overtime win over Connecticut in the Elite Eight in Washington Sunday

Youthful Gators power way into Final Four
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
When Florida lost its three
top players and nearly 60 percent of last season's searing.
a conlident group of Gators
sophomore. took OVC1 the team
last summer
They're still running the
last approach
show, with
mg and all the experience
they •11 escr need
Noting Florida heat a steep
learning curve with a 75-62
win oser Villanos a in the
Minneapolis Regional final
Sunday. dispatching the last
remaining No 1 seed and
reserving a spot in the Final
Four a lot sooner than anyone could hase thought
"It's been a remarkahle run
up to this point in time.coach Billy Donovan said,
reflecting on the athleticism.
poise and leadership pros id
cd by Joakim Noah. Al Hot
ord. Taurean 'green and Corey
Brewer - the lour sopho
more starlet' who have pod
ed the(ators(31-61 to a school
ret tort' for victones and a
matchup with George Mason
in next Saturday 's national
semifinals

The Final Four
Gong tor v.• tan wi inisanapt.*,

Floa

IlUCLA

So MILIrTa!‘ or Calio% a, ptas
et was soled to the hos.. All
Purchase Team. although the
t'alkiway County Jul. ot Chase
Jutrell and Jereini Rumpus both
reteiset.1 consideration in the
soting
Lone Oak senior 4 hase Den
win was named Pun.haat Plas
er of the Year after averagin;
24 5 ppg.. "Li rpg and I
apg He finished his Purpt.
Hash career with I IR* piwnl.
lot an as er:Igc ot lh,8 ppg it
I 11 starts
(When making the Is
squad included
uglier Dame' Ai.
. kffrey Met lam. layer
t).
Long of Heath. Tony Hocken
of Mayfield. Paducah Tilgh
- Das id Jones. Tim Dunn
man.
ot Carlisk County Si Mar)
Jonathan Roof and the (fast's
Count) duo of lach Sims and
Randon
May field's Chris Guht was
toted the region • 1,,r coach

Lady Racers conclude
spring break with win

W

r

Others reCCI% ing stile' ttif
girls' teem inetaided ealleway
County ninth grader Kayla Clan
ningharn and Christina Dunn
and %Jailor) Cunningham of
Murray High

All RR 11 STATE TENNIS

11•4118faai.
ino Mier )

Piga

Leading the was on the AU
Purhase TCAM was player of
the scar Angela Root of St
Mary Roof. a 6- 1 senior who
has committed to play at Reiman Unisersits next season.
finished the •C41%4111 with a
Mg She
ing rverage of 24
also pulled down 10 ; rebounds
per contest and recorded ;it
blocks per outing Root ended
)career is the set
her Si Mar.
.aid-kading all-time scorer in
the First Region
Other All Pun tiav: selections
included Paducah Tilghman'.
Pam Bell. Emily Scheer of
Mav 'rid'. Danielle
1.1 MC
lackson Marshall County S les

•It'a HOlder and PreV4C% IXICOPL
Si Mao
Danielle Asenll
and the Grate. County duo of
Jessica iNtran and finnan)
Young
St Mars's %tact Asenll was
named coach of the sear

*PSI
fleas
)
AP

"When you're young and
you don't play in these situations. you Just don't know,"
Noah said "I think the more
we play in these situation..
the better were going t.‘
become
Noah had 21 points. A
career-high 15 rebounds. fise.
blocks and was selected most
outstanding player of the
regional Horford added 12
points and 15 rebounds.
"Anytime our guards got
into their guards. there wait
always an outlet to one of
Wildcats
their forwards.coach Jay Wright said. "I was
very impressed

AP
Florida players celebrate with their winning trophy
while Florida head coach Billy Donovan (white shirt),
foreground left. Is congratulated by Weis Kennedy.
Florida's
athletic director of Kent StMs, tollo
75-62 victory over Villanova In Minneapolis fkoatkiy.
Green scored 19 points tot
Honda. which made sure that
the Final Four would be missing a top aced for the first
time since the field was
expanded to 64 teams in 19115.
Were the Gator hoy• The
Goof boys arc hot right now.•
No
said

Vaginal% a star Roth Fele
fouled out with 211.11 sewed%
left ad walbsd dowdy as lbe
asedhas led
to boo
be
seammises, as seers silesased
down his face. He carried the
Wildcats 128-ii tor the se.
II See GATORS Papa 213

clan at 'so I singles. 7 A aid
Special to the Lodger
Rat Niel Lask took oat
61
Murray
MACON. tia
Lauriane Aueergne at No
State's women's tennis team
ended its spring break road singles hy a score of ti-0 and
trip with a 4-2 win Sunday 6-1 Pruitt knocked out Irv.
('ub° at So ;singlestv-; and
oser Mercer t nesersity
The Lady Racers won the ti-4
The 50 4 singlc•
doubles point and then claimed
three singles sictories at the was suspended with each ;
top of the lineup to improse Cr hase won one wet anti
the season Men-er. wore tied 1 I in the thin!
to 5 "
Mercet pitted up points
meanwhile. dropped to 5-10
So 5 and h single. Hi
oscrall
Arma Cask and Rat had task heat Nth-ulna Aft are/ 62
defeated TC/V%111.11Pa/mskian amf 64) at Sin, 5 singles k
Hellman kw just three FA
Kelly Blunt. P1-6. Al N4 I j4.41
Piles
Anne Pennington and *Ade beams Tann Vici)
h-2 aid to-I
Casady Print! 10%1 IU•I
Tile Lady Rawers wit
game on their was to a win
to action iva Tuesday\
at No 2 doubles
In singles play. Murray they host Tennessee State 114
Stales top dime players ut the an Peso Valley t'onference
Neap chimed arepht so vie- rase* et 2.30 pia. She Bevtones Anna I ask heat Panol- air Pima bole Crofts

Seoirrs

22• Moodily. March 27. 2901
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After 34 years and two team titles, Johnston enters Hall of Fame
FRANKFORT. Ky I,AP) —
Jo
.leilteetee used to play
school as a youegster -- being
a heck( was always her goal.
Coaching wasn't really in the
picture.
That wasn't bee AUSe of
lack of ambition. but a lack
of opportunities.
When I graduated, there still
weren't a lot of sports for
girls." Johnston said "When I
first started teaching in Virginia. we didn't have any sports
for girls, we only had intramural%
But she did become a conch.
spending 34 years as the girls'
golf coach at Franklin County
hefore retiring in 199 In midMarch Johnston was inducted
into the Dawahares/KHSAA
Hall of Fame, and with good

Nobody

Can protoct your AUTO
any bettor than my can

Hosieslock

Mollomel 114411019•11 Assoolofton
All Times PIT
11A111111111009P1111111101
Attstets Olvalso

is i.is OS
Now Ammo
Pemaelpies

She had two state championship teams, in 1995 and
199h. and one individual state
AP
chantpion, Kim Tyrrr Shafer. Former Franklin County High School golf coach Joan Johnston is shown at Duckers
in 19/47 Her teams compiled Lake Gott
Churn* near Frankfort Ky. Johnston was recently inducted into the Kena 127-0 record an regular-seatucky High School Athletic Association Hall of Fame.
isto matches during a stretch
in the 1990s. and in 1997 the ent asked Johnston if she would added. -At first I had to look Flyers were also regional runNational Federation of Coach- coach girls' golf at FCHS
tor kids to play 1 knew golf ners-up fi%e times, going them
es named her national golf
Johnston agreed, starting the was a sport. hut I knew noth- a total of I It sta(1.! tuJumflaftIerli
coach of the year
program that year.
ing about technique. what was team appearances. There Were
Johnston. a graduate of Bell
"When I first started out. I involved I soon learned, and also live other years when
County High School, received was not a coach. I was the as I learned. I enjoyed it more. ICHS had individual state 4tIal
her bachelor's degree from Lin- sponsor of the team." she said
I was beginning to play golf, ifiers.
coln Memonal with a major "A parent (Jeanette Rosenstein) and that sparked a i01 of inter"1 just love playing golf.
in physical education and a asked me to coach. I knew est
watching it." Johnston said.
minor in health and biology
set) little about golf. but I
By 1967 the Lady Flyers "watching the kids deselop into
Her first Job was teaching high said I'd sponsor a team And qualified two golfers for the goiters."
school in Virginia.
take their daughter and any - state tournament, and the
Johnston played in tournaHer coaching career began one else on the team to their dynasts was growing.
ments in the 1970s, and there
when she came to Franklin matches
Dunng Johnston's tenure was a time when she played.
County She and Jean Wnght
"Little did I know how it R'HS won 13 regional titles. "anywhere from 18 to Ms holes
started the school's track team would grow into something including a run of seven straight e'ery day. carrying my bag."
in 1%4, and in 19ti5 a par- g00%1 eventually.- Johnston trom 1990 to 19* The Lady she said.

•Patriots
From Page 18

•Gators
ho told his players during
timeouts that l'Conn didn't
know George Mason played in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
"That's a little hit of disrespect." guard Tony Skinn said
"Coach told us the ('AA stands
for 'Connecticut Assassin Association."
It sure did Sunday.
Add l'Conn to an impressive list of George Mason victims that includes Michigan
State and North Carolina. The
Patriots may not have the si/e.
speed, athleticism and depth or
some of the nation's elite programs, hut there's no arguing
with the results.
"Talent is ace everything.
especially with a team playing
on such a roll as they were.LIConn forward Josh Boone
said. "A lot of those guys probably didn't get recruited by
big-time schools, so they're
going to play harder against a
team like us. especially in the
Elite Eight, when notwidy but
them and their fans thought
that they were supposed to he
there
"Now they're in the Final
Four-And the Huskies'' The twotime national champions were
left trying to make sense of a
solid season that ended far sooner than anticipated.
"It we keep winning 30
games a year.- Connecticut
coach Jim Calhoun said. -I think
we'll he in pretty good shape
and we'll win our championships again."
George Mason may never
have another run like this one.
so the Patnots and their fans
are going to savor every minute
of this

From Page 18
,ind tone in three Jays,

without any help from fellow senior Allan Ray.
Randy said, this is
going to hurt for a while."
said Ray, who had II point.
on 5-for-19 shooting.
Foye had 25 points. hut 1.4.-e
Humphrey. helped keep him
from getting free behind the
3-point line FO!.e t711%sed so
of his eight I-pointers
"We'% e won games that way
We've shot poorly and then
got on the offensive hoards
and played defense." Wright
said "They were lust too good "
This is Florida's eighth
straight trip to the tournament
under Donovan. hut so many
of his presrous teams - minus
the national runner-up in 2011.1
tailed to fulfill their postseason potential
This tight group of sophomore•, led by the fiery. pony.
tailed Noah, sowed to change
that after bonding during their
first few weeks on campus.
Despite J second-round loss in
the tournament last year to VIIlanos a, the Gators are a nationbest 15-1 in March over the
last two years.
"They were unselfish They
wanted to win, wanted to learn.
They wanted to work, and they
wanted to get better." Dormv an said.
Noah and Horford were too
tough for the Wildcats to use

mush of the flashs, tour-guard
attack for which they are known
l'OUI trouble made it impossible in the second half, as Foye
drew his third at the It-minute
mark. Kyk Lowry picked up
his fourth with 14 minutes left
And Ray 's third came soon
after.
A smooth, sweeping layup
across the lane by Ray cut the
Gators' lead to 54-47 with 7
1/2 minutes to go. But after a
foul by Will Sheridan, a tIMCout, and two more free throws
rt
Noah, it was a nine-point
edge for Florida
The cap came when
lord, slowly hacking down with
the hall in the post. spun and
dropped an easy pass on the
baseline to a streaking Noah
— who powered up and threw
down a rim-bending dunk tor
66-54 lead with less than
1/2 minutes left.
"I can't say I'm surprised."
Gators reserve forward Chris
Richard said. "We'se been playing together a while and
impressed a lot of people in
the summer. I'm not going to
pinch myself. You know. I'm
not cocky. but I knew we had
a great team"
Florida failed to make a
field goal in the final 4:39 of
the first halt and led 35-10 at
the break. The Gators committed 10 first-half turnovers and
gase up lh offensive rebounds
Wore intermission.

•MSU
From Page 18
Murray State put three runs
in the hoard in the bottom of
the inning on three hits - all
singles However. it was too
little loll late lot the 'Breds
Andrew Bishop 11-21 took
the loss for MS( . allowing
four runs on five hits while sinking out seven and walking three
in five innings of work

211 S. 12th

St • Murray, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

reason

five weeks as the top-ranked
team in the nation will be
remembered as an upset. But
given the fashion in which the
Patnots base played (wet the
past two weeks, combined with
l'Conn's inexplicahle failure to
play up to its potential this
month, the outcome wasn't outlandishly surprising
"We didn't play our hest
basketball and they did everything great They outrehounded us. shot better in the second halt.- said Connecticut's
Jeff Adnen, a reserye who
scored 17 points -That's a real
good team"
FY isiently better than the
Huskies, whose late-season
lapse began with a loss to
Syracuse in the quanerfinals
,of the Big East tournament
'Conn got a top seed any%a%. hut nothing came easy
tor the Huskies in the NCAA
tournament They fell behind
by 12 before heating Albany.
then squee/ed past Kentucky.
On Friday. Connecticut heat
Washington in overtime after
Rashad Anderson nailed a
game-tying 1-pointer with I M
seconds left in regulation
Alas. the Huskies (304) had
no comebacks left against
George Mason after forcing
overtime on a last-second layup
by Denham Brown
"We were kind of playing
like that the whole tournament
Rashad saved us last game and
lknham sased us today." Adnen
said "It was a matter of time
for us to break out. hut We
gust didn't do it We hasen't
been able to put teams away
The Patriots, meanwhile, fed
off the enthusiasm of their
quirky coach. Jim Larranaga.

Times

Parker Gurus paced the Samford offense with three hits,
including a triple and three
runs hatted in
The 'Bred% return to the
field on Tuesday. when they host
Evansville at 2 p m at Reagan Field Following that con
test MSC will hase gust only
nine home games remaining in
its last 29 outings

AP

Villanova's Will Sheridan (50) tumbles is his teammate
Kyle Lowry left. and Florida's Al Horford fight for the ball
during the first half in Minneapolis Sunday.
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Busch bumps
past Kenseth to
win at Bristol
BRISTOL. Tenn. (AP) —
Kevin Hama doesn't like Kurt
Busch, and now maybe Matt
Kenseth is mad at him. too.
Jeff Gordon was funous with
kenseth, and half the NASCAR
field was turning about something.
Ahh. Just another day at
Bristol Motor Speedway
Busch used a brash hump
on Kenseth, his Mend and former teammate, to race his way
into the lead with four laps to
go on Sunday and win the
Food City 500
AM:mark Kenseth was none
too pleased with the maneuver that gase Busch his fifth
win in the past nine Bristol
races.
"The only thing I know for
sure is that if the roles would
have been reversed, I absolutely would not has done that
to him.- Kenseth said. "It was
as close as I came to wrecking and I worked hard for that
spot all day and I didn't think
that 1 should have got a cheap
shot taken at me at the end
of the race like that.
"I feel had about that. I
wouldn't have done that to
him."
But Busch saw it a different V.a, and couldn't quite
figure out what Kenseth was
complaining about
"Maybe I humped him —
I've been humped before and
have had a win taken away
from me.- Busch said. "I don't
sit there and cry about it. I
don't sit there and say 'Maybe
I am going to wreck him the
nest week.' If I get humped
hy Kenseth the next week.
that's cool."
Nothing else was cool on a
day that saw 18 cautions
and that was before the laterace fireworks.
Kenseth was leading and on
his way to the win, hut had
slowed because he couldn't get
past Dale Jarrett. who was
fighting to stay on the lead
lap Tired of being held up.
Busch rammed Kenseth•s hack
bumper to send him into a
slide That allowed Busch to
scoot On by and pull away to
the win
Meanwhile. Kenseth slid
hack and had to work his way
hack up to his third-place fin-

AP
Kurt Busch celebrates with
the checkered flag on the
finish line after winning the
Food City 500 on Sunday
at the Bristol Motor Speedway in Bristol. Tenn
ish Doing so involved accidental contact on the final lap
that sent Jeff Gordon spinning
all the way hack to a 21stplace finish
Still wearing his helmo and
HANS desice. Gordon stalked
Kenseth on pit road When
Kenseth appnias:hed in what
looked to he an apologetic way
Gordon gave him a hard shose
that knocked him hack several feet
The two were quickly separated by NASCAR officials
"I'm sure he didn't mean
to do it anti all that stuff. hut
I wasn't happy about it.- Gm
don turned "I showed it tt,
him after the race"
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Heels escape;will play UT
\

CU.%

itcg.oital laud delli••4 WWI it'd- seeded Tentiessre 13141. which wine done Res.
gvis 7b-b9
Iwo ol the matures prelim:I INIMCI• Iii wonieni
h.11‘,1: hlOril 1141 a col sinec the
11.1011
touts(
*st \ tournaineni :output
.,..4e4.1 its ht.ti.kets
ielks 11.tt.k ()11 IUC%
lid% night. one or them will
feyise a spot in the Final
I ,,,lit .51 ISAPAItAl)
ICII Like somewhere
down the road we would
plai Tennessee.- Tar Heels

Sitting in North Carolina
klc:ACI Mons w 1th her sure
kit ley pupped up on a
chair and bring soothed hi
a hag ol tee. Isitis Lana
lamented the ine thing nu..
mg Irons her Ng das
.1
%
CC I
-I didn't
ISIOCC it %,r10.1,1,
said
There.still tink' tot tiLii
imil
l..itia. the Ira II.
tualenied and itt a tough
point guard. kepi top
ed %orth Carolina season
all‘e fica jt kasi

411.

game. tusking a lai up with
2 8 seconds left ft*a 0ha semifinal win mei Pui
.due on Sunday an the tit • 1-1
t,.urrianient
I atuk who hit het
winner with her tall mu,
r drum
ek as tight
pushed the Lir Fleet.
It into the (less-trod

la Has. lich

said

the
Final l-tair Its a shame
that we 11.te to pia!, so
ciris in the bracket
The la( Heels are liwki
it 'jilt he playing. period
It ilot 14,4 Latta's heribw..
!hi.% .1 he thinking about
pec.led it

to tic
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"Mar's a warm: Heach- she was urnaed so Conkell said. -She's just a toe. an's Inchar now The u6er
hule kid aid she fads a Tar Hoak ramiNd on 6c
fluor to hear die school's
vim to wit."
alma nssier. not knowing
her
hi
After thogras
saion-eineet. dmi S-hata4 the junior stat's dam far

LAN 6661011 NM

Medi
Ceseliee's diiideades as
Pwilee isdieemded die hall
flit a fatal Aimee at sicto
Late scrambled to her
feet near the haselinr.
grabbed her kg And *niched
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Iraq base attack claims at least 15
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) A
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(I,s This A Skin Cancer?

GRAND OPENING!!!

_am_ a

Tired of Running Around?

Know the Difference

Thursday, March 30,6 p.m.

campbellrealty.com

CAMPBELL

Russell Boyd. M.D., F.A.C.S.
General and Cosmetic Surgery

This Seminar Will Provide
Valuable Information On:
• What is Skin Cancer
• Who is at Risk for Skin Cancer
• Lifestyle Management
• How to do a Self-Examination
Russell Boyd, m.0

Learning Center Room 2 and 3
Henry County
Medical Center

To register or to receive directions
to the seminar please call:

731-644-FIND (3463) or
1-800-246-2508.
Or on the web at
www.hcmc-tn.org

Seating is limited!

HENRY COUNTY
MC MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Avenue • Paris • 731-642-1220
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the State Auto Insurance Companies
• Full multiple-line product facilities
home, auto
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• Preferred rates for mature safe drivers
• Superior homeowners plans with built-in coverage
"extras• Special pricing advantages including an AutoiHorne
Discount of you have both policies with State Auto
Companies
• A commitment to service that's prompt concerned
and responsive
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positions
Successful candidate,frtr entry beset post
nons with our facility must has e mathe
matical skills, adjust to high and low temperature ens ironmcnts he able to lift
medium to heasy materials. work flexible
hours. and work shifts that may an from
seek to week. or nen day to day on
%ion
Interested applicants may apply at the
Office of Emplminent and Training t I
South 'th Street. Mayfield Kentucky. or at
the Murray C.utter Discosery Center. 1405
North 12th Street. Murray. Kentucky
Completed applications for our applicant
pool. must he completed no Wet than
noon. -Thursday April b.
Morningstar Foods oilers an excellent hen
efits package sub a competitixe salary
Morningstar Foods is an Attirmame
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
Mffil)/‘

MANAGEMENT
WE are a well established multi-unit
restaurant franchise that is accepting applications for MANAGERS and MANAGER
TRAINEES• Pin too. restaurant expertIra\ el TII.O he orxesence necessary.
%ar dunng training period
EXPERIENCED manager,Lan fast track
to General Manager Position in a short
time
Excellent pay and benefit packages
We have openings in Hopkinssille.
Paducah, Madison\ die, and Murray

Call Andrew Jordan at (270)779-1752
to schedule immediate inteniew.
El W.

TEMPORAR1 HORT1(t UR RU
AGRICU1TURA1.1..AKOR
5-146 le 12-2644
&-2146N 11-17-86
6-2046 le 12-1546
4-1546 N 12-1541
5-1046Ss 1-16.17
\tuae $824 N. 3N esallail paw
Ind camp fereisha Miming saieviik i.0
toren cowmen, immaillioo awl wet,
ISIM at caning oselplei
-not pg.
wan bed Dept Am Employstest Service%

Talking applications
for all positions. 11)1
& night. I)1)1Y in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th. NItirra.
No phone calls.

•

MI I lit 51(1$1111 I Nit •I

'wawa two
1411611PMV

at nom It
Pomp.II MITI
MIPP41•1

Must have 2 seals expefICrICC in r supers isory posit!, I
Must he inailabie to work an shift

I IND 01
11111k‘

11

Lawawswa

)
IVT
Irma

R‘ 11 I

Hometown Insurance Source
104 N. 4th Si
753-35(X)
Large enough to handle our
insurance needs. small enough to care.

BUSINESS is SERVICE DIRECTOR
tow**
INSURANCE

226-9398
492-8191

FULL and pen-time
machine operators of
c.ornmercial mad proequipment
Caning
hours
Fleable
Benefits
required
Join the
atradable
learn of a growing corn
perm that PM OPM/IPPO
Mid-Steed
the
Ilininess of the Year
AO* is person at
Antenna Direct Mail
12th St
1410 N
Murray. KY

amnion
SAFETY
12500 monk.
trainees SIM limb
Coommy se MP Cal
M-F Bon-1 pm ewe
-800-578-8711

FULL OR PART lime
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Motel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM

SALES powbon outside soles posMon for
saws in budding mate-

IMMEDIATE openings
for sales associates
Full and part ems pow
available
hOrIS
Experience preferred
but not necessary
Must be able to wont
nights weekends. and
, PISMO apply
"
holds
at Yesterday's Gift
Path's
Shop
in
Settlement in Grand
Wore Ask for Jan
OPENINGS moiliebile
Need nasal proleswonai swung guards
Pan ems & Ite toe
amiable Please call
444-0064
0Th DRIVERS NEED
COMPETITIVE
ED
WAGES AND BENEFITS
PACKAGE
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
COL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS 0Th EXPERIENCE.CLEAN Moll
1000141111141087
PART Gm albs wooCant noses* Satan
$IO 19 or NON, an
hour depending on
wipenence Must have
strong computer and
phone skies Access
Enos( and Word a
neat Send resume to
the
of
Weadalla
Wald. 401-A Maple
Street Murray. KY.
attention Nancy. or
bring by oft located
on second leer
OUGNOS sib is now
seeking pert arrie day
help Must be obi* to
work in a last maxi
environment Way to
work mallbinde hi
Plass palmiparop
off Poplaillom aft
00p ow
Meow
REAL
or
Hapinsalit
Pada&
(27101111167S9
dabloaftros0yahoo
OOP/
RE554
ale openings for PT
and
housekeepers
smelt coeme shop per, in to cook serve
wan Day hours obi
swamis aumalatory
-all Sow MAWS

.
Stephen,
Cd
or Julie Brown at

753-1916
and r'

Serving West Kr 6 West TN For 22 YOWS

111101110111
1.

Ink balm -

our

1

ad toda%

ar
211111111.
11.14

Foreman
Mechanic
iriati mechanic) for
shop work on diesel 8
gas vehicles Send
resume to P0 Box
1040-1 Murray KY
42071
Sportsmen's ANCHOR
RESORT 11. MARINA
located on Hwy 68 at
Jonathan Creek. hinng
for the mason- STORE
Retirees
CLERICS.
weitone Call for application and interview3544688
WAITSTAFF needed
pen time Tues-Sat Call
Pantry
the Pizza
12701345-2225
personal
WANTED
Room. board
aid
wages negoliable
270308-2641
WEB
DEVELOPER/SYSTEM AMIN
A IMMII in OMICIMMIIP
resources be the
teaching industry for
over 30 yews is seeking an expenenced
business web application developer and
Linux system adnimestralor The best cantabile should be alum*
m LINUX RED HAT.
PERL.
APACHE
P14P.
JAVASCRIPT
CSS HTML MTIAL.
XML.
MASON
PYTHON BASH. C.
TSCH and have nompine understanding of
MyS01... and
SQL
PostgreSOL diagnoses An understanding
of (Nonage content
and
management
Blectratord LMS is a
Plus The candidate
should be ocavilonsbki
developing for both
Linux Red Hut and
moonWindows
merits and alien
Need vu
solueons to ran BOW
nese mown Plume
woo resume and
to
history
salary
wdasky•howled corn

CLEANING houses is
Call
my business
Limb m 756-9663
moo
Digowa
Salm Raglaliabon
Mara Mtalb 271h
28th 111:06AM4-00PM
270-7041010
VallfillY Maas to
own. Cal SENSMO.

earESTABLISHED
brush twining bumnses
for sale Estenerve
training avertable WM
purchase Call
293-8157 be dames

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Samos repairs
750.3666
ewe Is
ALUMINUM or fiber-canoe 293-3361
11 Larry
AMR . CibM
7534633
BUYING oink cars
trucks, tractors and
mewl boats 438-5235

011111C1V
4-room Siam an
tern free Total Choice
only $29 90 per rno be
MOO
hrst 3 mo
Showerne A Stan tree
for 3 mo Iteseley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0001
tab Lamina
Ilmakb Antonin I
Swab ow mond to
Otywow Pleas (acmes
from *may Slam
Come by and ow our
web wamon of HO
telsebons. amattain.
MOM MUM, home
swoon
theater,
sound. We. 75041101

10111111111111Tri
GANN Now soklbaia
ed at Wood Electronics
on We Court Square
Huge Selection Great
Prices, 753-0530
STRAW for sale $225
bate (day) 753-4682
(night) 756-4716
TIFFANY prom divan
new sib lags. OPP 8
brignt pink NM flower
detest. $200 437-4545
MITE seen wedding
capped
ar
diem
WNW sMe 16 $200
27'0-753-6609
Ca
IPla

CASH paid for
good. wed guns
Benson Spoiling
Goods. 519S 12th
Murray
G000 used refrigerators electric ranges
gas heelers. arr condibaseboard
tioners.
Used carpethe
ing 753-4109

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
•'•

••

;
-

3

WANT to buy Junk Can
and Trucks C.all (270)
474-2640 Or 21)4199
Se bap a week
hake
Per Ilele
MIS
Foe ONO 14011roork 4
MOM WSW MOW
OVA upgrade avail
Programming
able
starts at $19.1) per
no. SW S
111111i1Milir Siimalha
Iblallg /Mum a
71.0101
•
mita.
DROOIM
IW—
bartftwim.
Mott.
IMMO.
Cloriona
retriganwor. 71174110
CtNOERELLA . prom
dresses I sue 4 rei
km I Site 8 true $150
each 270-4024614

TALSAN Mawr sob.
$450. Ian nannor. 11111.
amens coved lop
ceder chest. $125
Eastlake marble lop
Nen
tans. $300
sneers rose roman
chew $75 aneque row
beck owor $75 2 gold
back
velvet
wing
crews $25 each Cal
228-001111 or 767-0111114

GIL.
2002 Knob 1.41010 4
ND aim wows awkia
Inet PPM 6 INN
mower. 5 bush Nag
boa bads C.all
216-8880753-2626

TWO roe carousel
tobeoco Neer law
100 gallon view tem
In good conneon
Phone 711 4984381

COMPLETELY an up
1t2 acre $10500
7534012
Animaterft
SMILE AND DOU
SLIME= - Being
your deed • Uses at
vow newt New Used
and Rape - CM aft
at TV 41124147
/A. Wog
2-xs2 t.Tdoti1orator I gas Move
move
be
Must
$2 500 (270170543.0
1994 Bocenuw, grew
condom 31111 2 ben
Wove reingersIor "au
$15.500
don tub
4731041 9187
427012t0-5001
29F1 motes home and
751 601 7
$1350kIt
93 -14a 70 Chart- 2B;MA skive dierreash
air microwave Must
moo 492-8192
bedroom 2 tiegi
home new Camden II
Kermaxy L mon Only
13099w
31-504-0429
ISHERMIAN
-Cowing 2 bedroom, 1
• -tat & wo wets Only
427.905 Ca8 nose"
- 31-5864430
2 bath dou
• bedroommeads she. to new
Wal-Mart in Camden,
731-3144109
OUTS
braglowdosanOilublatildse
today
and
tore
$1.000's WEOIMN
THE BANK Cal lodes
at 7314434431
TARE vault ItiCK
Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Sethi or how about 4
Sedreeirm
2
and
Bats? Solh pinned in
Is ars OMI
7)14116011111~1
tAtfria ntrvii
model MP 25A I
.11116.11

hOTIP

wow
waskorierwa,
reftlyeasece
caretsPA Pitted for quint
Wit Mow Iwo he be,.
770470-0411
•

CLASSIFIEDS

GB• Maeda,. Starch 27, 21196

Lae new I2X56 Champion 3 bedroom
1 bath situated on 619 acre located at
Jamie Lane in Almo. KY This
,s.
maps.
home 4:duties thermopane
cdgiliF and hiscksplashek.
glamour bath with separate shower
.1.111..nisso molding throughout. Zone
Ill insulation package, guttering.
kitchen appliances. central air and a
hr k toundation Pnced at S49,900.00
kit .1 qUit:k sale Financing available
v. oh approsecl credit For More infixMahon ittitta..1 Starks Bros Homes f•

Call us we will be gild
to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

ribi70-753-1916

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
owning concrete ow'Hoary and masonry
work Home
"31-247-5369 or Cell
'31-234-5933
UREA LAWN CA1LF.
t'seraspisillsiewitel
4iseleiltiewent

01,—Fw

MILPar

Aso I

ARGE 2-br 2-bath
S285 00 7534012
NICE 1640 2br 2 tus
nath mobile home 4
-noes from Murray. 1/4
•rie from new Hwy SO
"311782-3221 After
dan
NICE 28ft No pets
9066
SMALL 21314 8 miles
$235 plus
iorth
deposit No pets
53-5582 227 1935

2 822 sq ft ofhce o
stall 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

z 2 bdr income
based apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
I BR 1 year old. no
pets $300
clamed 1205)361-4763
133414194066
I on Tbr apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
1 2 3 opts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2.1 38R apts evade:ft Please cat
7534221
•11IR 1 bath washer I
dryer,5335.
•28R. 1 Bath apt ki
Valances wild. $425
•IBR , I bath, with
study. iwd $350
753-7559
IBM near MSU $225
Small pet possible
Coleman RE 753-9898
IBM all appliances
Oaks Apts. starting at
5275 Coleman RE
759-4118
113Ft 4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
28R 1 bath stove
0499 Peggy Ann
270-753-0259
28R central gas heat
central air $275 and
Up some with new car
pet Coleman RE
759-4118
some utilities
AIR
No
S270/rno
:nod
Pas 767-9037
820 Southwood conRent:
dominiums
1111100 767-91144
LIVE OM Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR 5290 00
28R $34000
38R $425 00
15100 IfsPdert special
tor waded appkants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Gal today tcx appoint
mint
7534221
NOW LEASING
I 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
vouchers
Apply it Mter•Cal Alas
.81ENEllatisod Or
atawNy.
'Wedliestior. Forth"
Phone 7904104.
&pal Haul%
Oppolwar
TOO e1-800-8494056

:RED ifiAiciaiitiT swam
$100 Deposd
18N1 From $290
29R From $325
Call Today,
713411111.
SMALL 18R. no pets
waW paid 753-5990

1BR IBA Hardwood
floors S350 a month
plus deo 767-0508
28R 18A with carport
10th
South
415
S395arto 436-4602 or
293-3710
3-BEDROOMS 2-baths
brick home off 641
North on 1-acre. dert.
office, hang-room. dming•roorn. and large
storage budding out
back (could be used
as workshop or 2-car
garage) Non-Smoking
$800 per month,
$800 Deposit 1-yr
team required Will
consider teem to buy
options Call 6154047444 (Open house
Tuesday March 28
2006 1 PM 6:PM)
NICE large MR frame
house wan appliances
fireplaces 1 mole off
94E last house on
Garland Road $400
plus $300 deposit
753-0089

litegilamb
AI& Warehousing
akarMSU9110-50
7111:71116
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270)293-4183
9am -4pm M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MNIISTORAGE
inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sal boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

CAR Guest Auto Parts
store and Valvoline
Express Lubec Hwy 62
Edityydle. KY

R

FULL blooded blonde
Labs Born 2/10/06
Ealing on Mee own II
ready tor good home 2
tansies left out of 13
$100 each 7504436

WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See area homes for
sale by owner or let
your property
787-0591 for into

faVfn.

$325

each

Female (1) 9 month
Cal alai 4
old
(270)4924818
BOSTON Tomer 1-Milar
old mate vary MOW
$150 753-6929

Silinteee kittens, Seal
point 8 Blue point
$100 (731)885-7405
abler 500p m

ALFALFA. excellent
55/1d. $5. WTenn barn
del ad. 731-895-3444

1700.
Sq
retair,office space tor
lease High traffic location lust north of
Walden on Hwy 641
New corder Available
now
Reasonable
rates
Contact Jeff
Sparks at 7534987 or
759-9974
707 South 12th Street
South Center 1.200
so ft . 710 sq.ft
753-1252. 753-0606

POSININVY
Perestsar Mot no N
48g.High Web wee
Formerly
Baaatai
Antenna & Salads
759-0901
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
restroorns
Cr(IM.
parking
of
plenty
imminent location near
mildel budding 404 N
491 St complex
792-3T72

Apanment.

Central Heat awl An
cis! ng Application.

M

1-275 acres Owner
availed.
financing
(270)489-2116 leave
message
Haley Prokessionai
Appraising
-tor aim; t s wont,'
(270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
hiro-BR units Excelled
income -producer
$125000 See listing
527720 at
wyny alithelosbngs corn
270-753-4109.
270-2271545

CONDO on KY Lake
Everything is nice 28R
2 full baths Fully furnished or not Balcony
overtooks pool dock
KY Lake Golf 2 mi 3rd
w
II
elevator 5129.000
tor
270-759-0394
brochure Pnvate party
KENTUCKY'S Largest
Lakes'
CHANCE'
LAST
Dockable waterfront
trom 579.900 Final
premier
in
phase
waserfront community
views'
Incredible
Praia"! Niel location'
Cal oralter
(27061114-4326
KY-LAKE
Barkley
tYaositront Swoon' 43
acres only $229.900
Surveyed la co' •
road. water. & Nei
Call owner
270424-4328

2001 Explorer Sport
*Me, 63K
2W0
rebuilt Me, period condition Runs 8 drives
great $7.000
228-2017 or 435-4002

19M1 Daewoo Lepanto
CEE Louisa. 72.000
mess Can be seen at
cods of Kirkwood and
Pew Ann Call Ow
421 753-2848 or
28114663
ifl-t----OScis Regency Elite
High miles needs work
or eel tor parts $500
4744787

RED 1998 Chewy seep
stroke
383
side
engine Not truck
270-493-6025

to
due
SELLING
health
2004
Coachmen camper 31
ft with slideout used 6
times
2005 Lowes pontoon
boat 30 hours
731-885-1213

130 acres located in
Clarks River Bottom
90
Approximately
acres NSW@ Good
road frontage $1 850
per acre Cal 293-7872
RANCH Style House 8
105 acres. 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms 2 full baths.
301140 heated shop, 4
stall hors* barn 22x40
shed.
equip/mint
15224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992

3-bedrooms 2-baths
brick home oft 641
North on 1 -acre den
akar lenng-room dining-room and large
storage building out
beck (could be used
as workshop or 2 oar
garage) 5116.000, irAl
corroder tease options
615-804-7444
Call
(Open house Tumidity.
March 28 2006 1 PM 6 PM)
3BR

28A

in

3 Grove $110000
°Tice Hours N a.m. - 12 p.m.4
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
293-2269

Lam

hoe
B %RH( 1%1

JS Lawn Care 6 yews
expenence Free estiMowing.
mates
muicning shrub trimming leaf & lawn psdt-

JP (2701705-1862

I %‘‘\
• ,1 111....!

an
*For all reeidsolui and
comiasscial
▪
palate Mall
OM*.& Etleatir
spisplag
▪
latingstaImam
Louver dorm / shoats
olo lob too soul
'free esantsais
7534068

I.
1.1,11

.111

hi \IS •-• I i\i•
NI to II

-i:111.Iit •

I I.

19_4-87115

BTM Excavating
\I I 1/5551
I '555 NI It\ I( 1
Th4t

C IC Renovation and
Nesnodering
We care about y UUf
home Horne repairs
additions, decks roofing
hod covennu
landscaping. siding
-FREE ESTIMATES
Cal (270)753-1499
P
(731)247-5464
loobenson Owl net

Clean Cut Lawn
Mowing Service

FREE

ESTIMATES

293-1924
CONLHE T E tinisilang
Driveways sidewalks
etc 752-0500.
759-3229
-Nti— storm
C
—
CON
shelters Underground
and hillside 51.825 to
Si 925 for a 10-12 per
son shinier
270-978-0404

20 Monterey in board
ski boat 350m motor,
new u props, Stereo
system exhaust systern Sharp boat and
trailer Garage kept
(270)705-0768

FREE
ESTIMATES
(270)753-8941

436-6141 A AFFORDCaen
ABLE Mau
Oil wages gutters
pink & lake work
-_ROOF
IMPAIR& New
Roofs...types 29
years seperisnce Cal
Carters
A-1 Gutter cleaning.
hauling. sink clean up.
cleaning out sheds etc
436-2667
A-I Lamb's
Protassionel Tree
Sento. Camila,
removal, tilmerWm. sic.
Also Tractor
work/ Landscepng
436-2117
A- I Stump Removal
437-3044

ALL

cmnwf

Itenweelso. seam
osteless. dears. ewe
ieeats. vinyl siring
rastile asais 'GPO.
swig flows. uswee
I weer damage Larry
Malmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
<AMINO septic
•CuMorn dozer
bacIdloe menca
Hionds
•Orivevieys
situated
753-9503 97e-0404
APPLIANCIE REPAIR
SERVICE II PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DRYWALL finishing
Jerry Perkins
71164657 or 7054553

makes all the difference. It you
are single. your isheporseeill
relatioashaps head is a new
directioa. Someone quite unique
Ibis yew. If
will enter yew

you Gauss yourself a problem

you are attached. dealing with

Ease up and work with someone

your in-law, well can critiarwc
ARIES is
your relationship.

you Cent about Tonight Listen to
the raw sods

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*a* You might come out OK as
The Stark Show the Med at NM MI you cut risking. wpm*.
you cannot
Day You'll Hare: 3-Dynamic: ly Isurtoisily Clearly, responses.
othors•
damming
4-Positive. 1-Average; 2-So-so:
fiery and strong

though

I Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprN 19)
*a** You couid easily be On a
tear as the day begins. and beating your chest in victory by the
evening
Your mood swings
could be dramatic, mainly
because you me life differently.
A firm grip on your potential
Makes a differenca. Tonight
Easy does rt.
TAURUS(Apell 204irri 20)

when to back out could be important. You might want to slow
down and simply think through a
situation. Tonsght: Easy doss it.
Lawn Services
*Affordable pricing.

492-8192
LAM
LAWN SERVICE

Shrub &
tree tremming
an I
SaillgIKIN0f1 g
°Seem
Cal 753-1816
LEES Carpet
Clumslas
-11nos 1971'
-Carpets i.UpholsIsly
Emergency Water
Removal <luck

you

might

want to

Somme night present a far ckf-

RENINI(Nay 21-June 20)
**** ThInk betas you leap
into action Your senile goes a
long way toward winning friends,
oven some who might throw a
tantrum nght now You could see
your way to changes that are
more positive if you anchor in
and don a very serious attitude.
Tonight Smile away alter all the
seriousness'
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*dr** Your perspective might
change because of information
heading your way, Decide to step
up to the plate and take more
reeporlaibility. If you are willing to
Med and move a situation, success ws11 surety grent you
Tonight- Out late.

Free Estimules
-Got Darr
73/1411/27

Wert opinion from the one you
are working with Tonight. Relax
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Ole21)
*sr You could be pushing w.
beyond the norm Others sornoi,
might not be ready to hear you at
M. LWOW up and work with a
posewIl illusion It you flex the
outcome will trO much better - promise. Tonight. Now. let on
swam
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan- 19)
er•sr Your words could get a
strong reaction, or you might be
going "ouch from someone
else's reaction You might not
always know what works beetStow down and OW* rather than
react Tonight A favorite dinner.
AQUARIUS(Jen.*PO.111)
*• YOM sapsnam might not

be the way you lin ban You
can say no or find an hams
am. Be willing to roMor• your
means no matter what someone
Wee does or thinks. Find Wed
and proven sources for suggestions Tonight: ilk to a wow
PISCES(Feb. 10411ordi 00)
sr*** You nit flak no mallet

which way you turn. Don't be
frustration gst the best of you.
Stay even and Ind Me proper

path tor the moment Answers
head your way Be easygoing.
and you will enloy yourself
Tonight: Treat yourself

Alteretif
and Building Products

or ow.
-.Aft

•or 4 sgo. Ward Gaut." ES Mao" Irma.
Ccenmerool•Farm •Reedenow •Post-Frame Boeing Packages
5'1•0111=sid ••••••11116.• •••••6•104 II MIN,IMO.

DAVE'S LAWS
bre
00graff Cleolies
weft
▪

2274575
Cleaning
DAVID S
Services
We Specialize in
Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding It Fencing
4dobile Homes
•Bnck
▪ External Cleaning
•Acati Cawing
Available
-We Use Hot Water
Parking Lots 8
Dnvevierys
Dowd Borders
(270)767-0313 a
(270)527-7176

MiRACIArriair—
houesdeenino constniction dein up I
yard ma.26 yews
sorptotenco
Referencia Mena*
ed. please cal
767-9428 or 227-4796

111- 31E

270-251-2770

owalad i operated • Call Rodney Keeifng

Ire Lawn-knees
Wowing illeade Work
4Aurching mush
N999119
fastens Broke 8
Tilled

Don Ilsoloslastd
753-8428 or 293-6062
)SN\
P\15 1151.
*seal I Iyawn .
r. tap. e‘periess
rre estimates.
226-415155
•AN
New Const Ciernocteli
or trouble LK and iris
• 30 yrs exp Cal
191
\\\

'N

al
Paul Tan* 8,11
.0

1.\.' 1. RA NO:

PAINTING. mentors
washing WO dean
anything Odd lobe
rates
Reasonable
(270)474-2046
SERVICE on site
Home. boat RV repair
Plum, elec Wood furniture repair Vinyl siding
Replacement windows
(270)816-3805

Of

HOME
House and Manufactured Home Inc
Available Anywhere In City or C
I SI I 1(1k 5 91

753-4703
Its lime To Stop Hurting!
I ye been helping your
neighbors for bye years --why not you?

DIM iiimoniAii
We do al the odd pObs
you don't have tome
for
293-5438

FIN1 1

ON11600100

194 Keystone Dr • Mayfield. KY 42085(behind Save-A-Loh
Hwy. 45 N • 1/2 Mile South of Purchase Pliwy

Itaillosimid wed
weashible prim*

1/2 PRIM
LAWN
SERVICE

ed schrWer rather Iltan wet.
Youit got a dilatant dant
Tonight OUNI1 work".
UBRA (Sept. 23-010. 22)
tr•sr You often hall a 101 to ear.
Todory's words could be WOOD
huraul Moo you realize You
might need to Wow down balms

•You nista wantlo
•
•
recant decision. ospecially if I is
causing tension within a partnership or relationship. Knowing

nes•sims

r

105 acres waterfront In
Livingston
County.
the
Frontage
on
Cumberland River 90
acres MOW BeituWii
building site 6295.000
Call 293-7872

—111afiarg—
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system grave
while rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track

odder amillia bind yew
way. am& sassmi toMaass
.uddeally. Rbearar you toms
tin mold become a feebly. You
have that ipscial touch that
the

UM/ Vabialse

.
=Lt

ePee.Pet Nee

Cailowatr Carden/Essex Downs
'Apartments
154) Diuguid 1)mc • kttirra KY 4:7071
270-753-8556
TDD 14110-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Inc and Ten

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

1700
owner
BY
College Fenn Rd.
tawny. MR. MIA.
lave IMilltan. great
row Conner lot moorcity
Nal (octillion.
edieols 270-210-4500
buy intown-i
bedroom brick home
vallialiumm, 6112.000
Cal Sony WIlherns at
Campbell Realty
293-3467 or 759-87813

AKC Boxer puppies
Melee I brindle. I

, 22)
.
SBA
lieillh individuals
Il0S in what
auks a
happens You might went to
retNidt your actions. espeasiti
as you might have been unusual* ornery. A senous approsch
drawn maw results. Unapt
Nappy as can be
J0)
611100(Aus.23S.
coat Others ea IMMO oP to
and
=
you and tome you to
You
*oft through your
might be•be out of WM as a
MIA You need kr OR Nei bustLBO 4
**ere

pedeast Inetsigel. you could

*mum

AUTRY
ROOFING

HArpt. BIRTHDAY ke
Tesaimy, Mardi 22.INs
You mho who you waat herpes Rm.the *see Iesce of
your psemadity. Your sumg
Imirb your perdrivemed aimiosuiips. Take a
sae or two Rom scasoor you
admire sod ft- ._. - y put as a
he inure senimanniaded than in
the inst.at Isms meas tot As

293-9562

Ills&Imps
VERY nice 113R 18A,
AS appliances 1 yew Wass I
No
month deposit
pets 753-2906

I

4:aew lbreeas
••••• 11••••••

Alloy

PRE-OWNED motide
Mime. Eacelent candied. 16 and newer
medals. We delwer and
set up 270-499-2525

bi Maimillos Now

11011111COINI

I S011--Ofi ;(11/1

bIiuiN Fw

Marry, Ledger & Thar.

Jon Wuest
Doctor of Chiropractic

Calloway
Trash Service
•LOWEST PRICE
•REAM
•RATES AS LOW AS
SI snit°
761-2768 2924646

*ex
Wren I Dent 14.11
v.ISI
•tuk situ
retir1101 It lair
1271114.TT-4199•9704/92
YARD WORKS
Prune mow P.
Odd fobs
(270)227-7148. Lye

1313 Johnsch Blvd •759 1945

...M1114

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher
We Service Most Branos

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 East Morn St • 7S315.8.

( \ RI
vARD-T11101 Full Lawn
it Landscape needs
ired 270-210-624

489-2116S
91,4-04/33
-F-LITRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming

stump grinding fire
wood insured
489-2039

Cahn
FREE
Bassett ne.
;sasses 9 weeks old
492-8755
FREE electric hospital
bed 756-9261

APAPBELL REALTY

V
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COMO / FEATows

Murray Ledger•Tans

Laskimiack
I. years age
habil is a perms al Marmy Pliallighteis dieemeies their
-phw of and" sa ewe af Ore
to Madam Samson bailing
am the Warty Sure Univamity
camps Mummy Paw Dopeinasmt
penoneel we cum.% a twit
sonammiel of proomisesfar every
rat* building us the MU cant.
pts. The phosu was by Staff
hes Mahemea.
to
ld Mae A Maronce Day. spumoni by Murray
and Calloway Casey remedy
Resource Censers. will larlierch
wi from 9 a m to I pat_ ta Mr
parking kit of Money $UM Ues.
atm, Stewart Stedies.
la years age
Named as new imembers of
the hoard of &rem= of the
Murray-Calkmay Cowley Chemher of Corinna= view Bill Kegperud, Walter Appersou. Bill
Adams and Jo Caw
Jean Sasses Pima& Leib
ince Suns sad Debbie Sbiehod. all of Mwreg. me smog
111C I 4 semi-Imams lor the 111116
Miss Murray $IM University
satoteroatio Pupae to be beid
.Xpril 12 at the MSV Lovett =dill,flUITI
Births reported include • girl
Pen:se Perry.
10 Mr. mid Mrs
March S. and a ho'. ii, Linda
And Charles BiimnJm. March 21
30 yews age
DI% 11•1011 of Fillfr•lf)
Kenelila
11.0 aonounced that Calloway
ounty is no Irmo pstrolled
airplane l'or grass and forest
ire detection AIN:ft (Took) Wil
son is tire ranger foe Calloway
County
Pam Churchill. junior at Mur •
Sere Uoisissity. wW repreF

Muir

ant Marra, State Umversay at
the 41116 mod Meswiem taw
tel Pessival Papaw
May 27-)O She is du earikaa
of Rea arid Ana Cbsechill of
Midair; lisiglem. 0Mo
BMW reputed Weide a boy
to Mr sod Mrs. Lany Harold
Carter. March IS.
re yaws op
Uri Nosy of Money was
it low Win tw shit amour Ruben lies of the eilidem
we Bionestwy School 1111
anoties at the
arneleumeed at
Mew ledepoolom Sand
in the
int ems were he
af Callaway Camay lodge
•
111011
Nor officers of the Murray
Woosn's Club kr the 1911647
Chi yaw we ths. David Otwoos.
1.
Mrs Hairy McKonio. tea
Ream Mn A.G. Wihoe mid
Mrs. 0.8 Boner k
MI yews asa
Calloway Camay Han Asaocubes hes eerie a oasis of
Si.500 to do Money
to he to bogie a rosin dem
x-ray wawa Oro.
L. Ralph 11. Woods. president ti Money Some College.
was the speaker at a meelieg of
the Murray Really Club Mid at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Recent births reported at Mir.
ray Hospital include a boy to
Mr and Mn Fred Gabler wad
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Hudapeds.
teL NC. COMB presented a
poems an "Fifty Years In
Awaits" to a meets% of the
Minden Wasom's Fellowship of
Fuss Christine Chervil

Co-worker's caustic remarks
deserve management's notice
MAR AIRY: A ere ‘k,
welter useamel M be a Moo pram ail idol hind this
she woe hint Motivor. aftor a
nen nisi
fro anowas.
coinsto et or toot me is
howl of Oho f
Sometimes
we
they
good asorud. bat
ma Asa
ate
they
although
IDOWMIN plessood as
• lobe.' I
feel this is
BY AMISS
inappropriVan Bunn
ale, c'.wedriace.
ciay
chilly
have hand that this ii.type
viola
of hollyisp whora.
objects. dna the perpetrator
Winks him or kr as Wog
"ovenrositive." duo adios sok
to the wooed, I Sae modeed
that peopie who play this kink
mad paw on others can disk it
ow but can't take it when someone retaliates. Use seen this kappa, in troisios where one sibling is scagegoated And picked
ott
I don I want to ‘54•1c: crierp
playing games hut I dont want
to he A % scum. either. so I base
decided to ignore the c01.1111MM
antlfor inhoMUIN her by domain
the ohjsct or while asPon
to leave the mom. Neve yam sty
other suggestions? -- NOT A
VICTIM

DEAR NOT A VICTIM:
Wks sommiew is milicaind
the walliplax. S winelly IWI
ionemied to be a yaks. nor1.1
hooy.lt as istsadad es ono the
rippitar him allhaive.
to Ono main soppolos.
Ropes is to your sigadwisee se
MOWN ibt
office
is ink* yea orrooksithlo.
her "witticism' fall mit a
penected categray(pods.ssiiatioranima
gine. atot.
bo main a honk
slit
work sovinainot aol
moo mob to be made mom of
I.
ISO

MAR ABBY: I have boa
divined for two years and aro
low dons a kip TR ail Heidi.
I bolo its an.tact coon
is Ls Mos.I wat and on a
mitt imam Hsi* woks
on also is a aiodoo
Ionic Midi nits I should
pay fair kat *Sae ticket or not
pow Rsamen
I omit to so. and I want her
bieseles. hot I can't afford her
Odin.It Os being jealous and
Asa Were all? single wars cot One who•ouid
like o po an pay for thaw own
Orbs ticket? Hap! - STUCK
IN VIRGINIA
DEAR STUCK:The masers
to your questions ate yes and
yea. However, if eaddra
wesee mocionpoies you to lbw
aims& you will no longer have
enocern yourself with
an
Sleds Heidi isjudos or amWain - Warm I select she
will be Wiley
SOO

T111111111111111111In
Py The Aasachtted Press
today is Monday March Z7,
• Seth day ot 2.11116 There are
279 dii's lett in the 'ear
Today • Highlight in History
On March 27. 1977. 512 people were killed when a KLM belag 747. amorparag so take on,
crashed Pio a Pa Ant 747 on
the Casey Islaad 01 Temente
On this doe:
In in23. Clerks I Ascended
Ihe Lnv1141 tlWalke upon the death

Mendep. Mewl 27. 21•11•711

ut James 1
I. l794. Preamble Vni.hingtoti
and Coupes amberued creation
of the U.S. Nevy.
I. 1917. the Sank Meiropol
Om became the firm U.S. team
to wit the ausdey Cep as the
Messed the Merimeal c-.In 195S. Mills lUinoshcheo
became
wanier im addslion to Furst Sh:felSr• 14 the Corn
monist Party
In 1%4. Alaska was nicked

El AI3V HLLJ'
ocat ligratolo.139f

151=
OAP

1.0% a poucrlul earthquake that killed
114 people
In lw.s. Soviet roddloddad Nun
Grgarin the first man its Orbit
the earth died in A plane ,r ash
In 14141. 137 %Mixts died when
tield plat
tiorth Sea floatinF
loon the Xlerander I !Colloid

capsized during a storm
In HISS. the hod And Drug
utoissiormsom approved die aeusaspiemor eve 1011pre. made by
Pfizer

DEAR ABBY: I am the
yolomprell of fear debits. My
eldest brother died wino be was
An infant But in our lowily it la
like he net er existed. My father
describe', us as his dame
children. but my mother will
talk about him a little
Is it something I can mention
when ;Asked.
you hate any
sibling.'" Can I mention my
ins isilsie brother Should I say I
am the youngest of four and
kate it at that. or should I go
s.ith what my paresis have
the youngest of
alway• said
threw? - UNSURE IN BREMERTON. WASH
DEAR UNSURE: Ii would
be less confusing if you were to
reply the was your parents do -that you are the youngest of
three children When you go to
know people better. to the point
that you get to know their famidims
ly history, you can
the Moped) sow pears faced
when they lost their first child
P.S. I am guessing that your
parents do not discuss their
firstborn because the whit-it is
still painful

Vitamin E might not be
the 'miracle' pill
MAR
aide.— mil
"'ksasMt7."'
ben

DR. GOT: I hew
a do,
of vinsie k tax Wpm 30
now My griocksin said Oa
Ihelp with
sorostrual
Crain p .
boon ow
ski awl
peen
the
assoc tated
with =oathly ineeed.
at wain. h
washatpuot.
M. a airI
ack
thr
Dr Poem God saw
ppm that
onamma E is mow ammeneed
with Mood clam and Man
podium Whet do you 111100
show this?
DEAR READER: Indeed.
your paper was correct. near
prattling. which swear to he
reheat a high doses of vitaaue E (mean thee SOO mite a
d.yii,con as woprise ow
physician. Sin gem MP sosionsud lot as main of
aistp-dosin paints win viamin E he tocoorislicat If your
gynecologist pve you the vimman and It warts for slooMnial cramp.. ask his Of her
whether you still seed it
To give you idelled inferMaim I ma sandbag yowl a
espy of my wow Hada Repot
'Meiawl Minsais." Odor
psi who ill Me a espy
should and a Mag. WIsawdope
atiostot
amd 12 an Nowsloaar. PO Illos
167. Wickliffe. OH 44092 He
sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT: How

Dr. Gott

awinger diet ease see II
AIIMme is
T
:
oir
moss
said Rict lisegies mad is
-OIL" is do psi is
MS of istior sad Roo My
in pus
awwsne
To jpo yes rid 011mr-.
astioa. I am soodias yaw
copy of way WOO Repos -Aa
lowodoc000 an Or No Pim.
No SWIM Dia** Other int*
as who would Wee
wry
And/ mud a Meg. edir
editions& somped eewebape
mid S2 a Naemilsaar. PO boa
167. Waddille. OH 44182.
ore o --- on the ilia.
For mom to-dipth inewsemom esiedies era piens.
reaps mmil teed hen. you ow
pardimme any saw beak 1111.
Goats No Flaw No /kw
Met: wadi will be._-'-"
this wag. You as wonder
the book aktendy ins
pub
brims 111
WW1/418.1.81818alias 1104115books.cas.
7176. or dereagh your local
haabiblee.
OR. GOTT I we
*IONS easodisi the %room
who Milboolia with Mau disc=Mg vita timing I hed
the outs pais moil I sortpd=op dryer 111111Pb ea am)
o
good in
The at
as dumb keeps me free of
the potek•m
DEAR REAMS*: This
wean like a aomple mid tea sneak Iniislin• Meek ou
Inc Awing.
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Nan Buren. also
known an Jeanne Phillips. and
togs lassied hs her mother.
!Wine

ininC an IL if wee temes maw
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i Came a hie
S Romano
9 meal yew s
12 rdIrp Wick
13 artery no-show
14 Chow down
iS Placa on a Dos
16 isanautrioOto
17 Femme
900,10. Icol

IS Floors or geese
20 Branch
22 Hewed s
Mum 23 Cusps mai

24 Itreesece sooty

GI A Fl IF I IE

27 Ni Swap
doe
28 IlAwla•Opal,
32 Olinta buggy sin

C1(1.0

33 Pien-bang met
311 Fear to must
37 Camera.
*401 'overse one Ape
cartoon

40 Wasawry
42 Oa maws aq
44 Sean
45 NNW ellm
47 Itim Oa
so Iliallame seff
51 Sall.
53 0111111ser
DOOM
55 Part al a ode
56 Tight an•dem
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57 Rod
58 Lame parrot
50 Elsolhodo'd tow
130 Depot irdo

Ifirome Dubow
3 -Ma
6 ma.-41111
I yr. —MSS

WW1

I twin, cross
aeon

2 Mournful cry
3 Heed support
4 Burnam'
5 Sc. aloft
6 riold-rwelorg
10081
7 Nat hew

a Matmiewelve
tom

9 -rho Riourr

of the 10 Chimed
i Rn*mons'
19 Team 1:0
21 Asilorashial crv
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23 JAA4A rodders
24 Shaggy boor
25

ii+E PRESSURE
15 ON ME.PUT I
CAN 00 IT: I
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PO IT...
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6ET NERVOUS
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26 Forum Nolo
27 ircalla a clog
29 Above
10 bores
30 Cauldron
31 Age
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o lisoonus.
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ww• sae

41 ha todrywn
mese(2 w06
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45 - Krishna
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sO Sewed
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Lonestar, Confederate Railroad
headline Froggy Country Concert
1 it, i‘1140
Comm tem Mem taw
oldie lamp* ammo in a km SIM ma ad *is
year will he an exceptimm Pimp Pei 3111116 is
, Someday. July 1 at 7 pm. at
COMPS in MUM)
Ito) Steuart Stadium on the campus at Mrerg
State Usti's:Irmo,
The yam Ltxtestar will No Os yews Maascr. Looesuir has recorded bib lihe "Amiliser.
"Smile". "Mr. Mom", "No News". "Class
Reunion". "Let's Be Us A.'I'm Already
Mere". and "My From Parch Look* la".
he opening act will be Confederate Railroad
v. Inch had hits "Jesus and Mast."."Daddy Never

1 he Queen of
Was The Cadillac. Kind.
klemphis- mid *ire:Ay Women.Ognetal adnisaion tickets are only S6 and will
be available aneitinively at all Poduits Shell Food
11411111 111111111.10111 western Kentucky and north
matlimmeame
Mut me* and chair seating will be as ail
able for mildew at special locations throughout
is vase* at hoe.
u V. frog
Far moue inftwnsation check cum
gy103.coni or call the Froggy Fun Phone 41 1-888
I
FROG

Singer Buck Owens,76, dies
1.0S Vs(iELES (API
Singer Huck Owes'. the Bask
rhinestone cliwbuy who shaped
the sound ot country music with
hits like "Act Nalorally" anti
brought the genre to TV at the
king-running "Hee Haw, died
Saturday. He was 76.
Owens died at his home in
said
fob*
RJkerslield.
spokesman Jim Shaw. The POW
of ,It'.1111 NMI not immediately
n Owens had amdempone
.amer surgery in 1993
and 1% as hOpiiiihied with pneu14tr
1110111j
His street vs JI• One Of the
most phenomenal in countr,
music. with a stnng of more
than 2)1 No I records, most
releasaxl from the mid-1960. to
the and 1970%
flies were recorded with a
honks tmk Mang that .M1C
he known throughout California
as the "Bakersfield Sound,"
named for thc town 100 mdes
AP
north of 1 os Angeles that
home
Bud( Owens poses for a photo, July 26. 1999, wtth his red.
()wens t
IhInk ih5 leas011 he was VO
white and blue signature guitar. in Bakersfield. Calif.
well 1.110%11 41k1 11:p4X1ed h!,
,ountrv music and haceLl said in 1995. -There's no social
sounger generation of s:(AMU)
message -no crusade. It's fun
11114•10411, was PICCAIM: he was humor
I 'tit!!ki inile
sIt
an animator and rebel.' said
Shaw. who plas cif kes hoards in
Owens hand. the Hu -He did it out ot the
establishment lie had a raw
tr 1 az
I'
IA ill to
edge
Owens. elected to ilk
Counirs Music Hall of Irame ii
or Marray
4446. v, s MOLIC,41 IA hen desenh
. .
aspirations
mg his
MA.
-Id hie to he remembered as
a guy duo came akin? Ind did
his musm.. did his hest ano
Cal for Appointment(270)7
showed up on time. clean
300 South 0th Street - Sinn. 31141.:
reads to ao itic bib. wrote a
s011r• alkl had a hell oh a time
he said in 1992
Sn indefatigahle performer.
)wens plased a red. white and
blue guitar with firehall tenor
lie and Mc Buckaroos wore
flash rhino:shone suits in an era
when flash was as 1111110114111 to
• ‘4,unto- 11111%1C is fiddles
% hen peopk start looking
flask on his L.:Hell. thes are
going to he surprised hts the
number of things he did first.said guitarist Ros Clark. who
worked with Owens on "Hec
lie left a great legacs ii
Haw
11114,41.:
4.1
%mime his biggest hits were
together Vain- (also recorded
hs I•nunylou Harris'. "Use(kit
Tiger hy the Tad.- -Lose
Gonna Live Ikre." -Ms Heart
Skips a Heat- and -Waitin in
lour %chafeline
And he w as the answer to this
musk. !rola question %%hat
countrs star had a hit record that
is as IMO' door' P”. the Beatles'
'Those guss were 11111.41tyllk*
nal.. Owens once said.
Ringo Start recorded Act
Ninuralls twice. singing lead
on Ilk' Beatles 1965 version and
recording it as a duet with
1989
)wens
h% en,
In Add111011
IS career as
had a highls
Irom
co-host of "lice Haw
1969 to 1984i Nati ('lark he
led tem,er. through J itpiurrm
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